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..I., ElaetmOptical Pmdut O io_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PREFACE

This design plan describes the hermaphroditic connector plug

and bulkhead receptacle that is being developed for the

Center for Communications Systems, Multichannel Transmission

Division, CORADCOM, by ITT Electro-Optical Products Division

under contract DAAB07-78-C-2922.

This plan describes the recommended design for the develop-

ment of a suitable jewel ferrule connector for terminating

a ruggedized six-channel fiber optic cable for tactical

field use.

The design and development effort described herein was

subcontracted to ITT Cannon Electric Division under ITT EOPD

Interworks Agreement A10208.

'Il
*1

.. ...... .. R akoe, Virginia .
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1.0 SLTM14ARY:

The plan is to design a hermaphroditic connector which will
terminate six (6) channel cable developed for this contract.
The connector and cable will be designed so that eight (8),
one-kilometer cable assemblies in tandem will transmitI signals without the use of repeaters. The cable plug shall
be hermaphroditic and the receptacle shall terminate six (6)
channel cable same as the plug. Both will be used in tactical

3 time division multiplex conmmunications systems. Operation
I will be at selected wave lengths from 6,000 to 10,600 angstroms

for both analog and data transmission with data rates to 20
megabits per second, per kilometer. The cable will be manu-i factured in one(l) kilometer lengths and have a maximum
attenuation of 5dB per kilometer. The connector coupling
loss aoal is 1.0dB for plug to plug connection and 1.5dB
for p IQ-to receptacle connections. Based on the ctitical
design review, held at ITT Cannon Electric in July of 1979,
a jewel/ferrule alignment concept will be used for the remain-
der of this contract. The capabilities of the jewel/ferrule
alignment concept will be covered in the backrround data
section of this plan. The connectors will be designed for use
in tactical field conditions and therefore be ruaged, easy to
couple and uncouple, be coated with a non-reflective finish
which is environment resistant, and sealed so that it will not
allow water to enter the connector or the cable end.

1 2.0 OBJECTIVES:

The design objective is to meet or exceed the requirements forI hermaphroditic cable plug and bulkhead mount receptacle as
stated in the Technical Guidelines, Ultra Low Loss Optical
Fiber Cable Assemblies, ITT-EOPD Interworks Agreement dAl0208.
The design plan will address the requirements in the order listed.
Conformance to and deviation from the technical ituidelines will
be addressed, in this design plan, on every requirement with
background data to support major design features.

2.1 FLELD REPAIR:

I A connector will be designed which is capable of assembly to
the cable by trained technicians in a depot or mobile repair
van. The design shall not require the use of molding or potting

i techniques for accomplishing the assembly. Termination costs,
complexity, reliability, ease of assembly, and performance
will be considered. Ref: Cable Termination Procedure-para. 3.0

2.2 CABLE PREPARATION:

Reference cable -erminacion procedure., paracranh 3.0L..
i (1)
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2.3 CABLE ST RAIN RELIEF:

The connector design will contain a cable strain relief and

strength member clamp which will isolate the optical fibers
and connector termini from direct tensile, torsional, and

bending forces applied between the connector and cable. The
cable clamp will incorporate a taper fit clamp and ring which
will capture the kevlar strength member of the cable. The
inner clamp provides a radius about which the kevlar is dressed.
The outer ring firs over the inner to capture the kevlar.

This clamp has been tested with ITT-EOPD) cable design IIIand proved to hold more than the 181.4 kg ((100 lbs)

required. The connector clamp nut will prevent loosening
from vibration, temperature extremes, or shock. Ref: figure
I-a; additional reference to the kevlar clamp may be found in

paragraph 4.2

The cable grip (fig. I-b) will provide resistance to cable
twist and forces which tend to push the cable towards the
interface of the connector. It clamps onto the jacket of
the cable as the slotted fingers are forced inward by the
taoered inside dia=eter of the nut. The closed diameter of
the fingers is controlled to prevent coomuch or too little
clamping force by bottoming the nut against the clamp bushing.
The cable grip will be modified from previous designs so that
all clamping action will be performed prior to insertion into
the connector shell. This will simplify the assembly and
dis-assembly of the connector. The strain relief spring,
fig. I-c, will be designed to prevent cable damage when flex-
ure occures at the cable exit bf the connector. The spring
will be improved over previous designs to provide Sreaier
resistance to bending. A chamber, fig. I-d, between the rear
of the terminus assembly and the end of the cable jacket will
be designed to allow movement of the jewel/ferrules rearward
during mating. The chamber will also allow for fiber pull
back when the tensile load is applied to the cable, as was
observed in nrevious cable retention tests. This "flex
chamber" will allow for relatively large bend radius of
the moved fiber in order to reduce macro bend losses. Exact
length of the flex chamber will be determined from fiber flex
test data and overall connector length considerations.
Reference: Background Data, paragraph 4.2

2.4 'MATING CHARACTERISTICS

The mating faces of the connector shall be optical with mini-
mal cross-talk between adjacent optical paths and coupling

I loss between connectors. The optical mating faces will be
suitably protected to prevent -peanen: ieqrac-azion of
transfer betw.een matin' connec:Ors as a res__ Of raefaze
marings and unmatings, exposure to moisture, water iersion,
dirt, dust, sand, salt spray, and temoerature extremes. The
interface of the jewel/ferrules will be washable with water
or lens cleaning fluid. It shall not be readily excessible
to brushes, cotton tip applicators, cloths, probes, or other
cleaning devices which could scratch or chip the ends cf :he

A-7
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fibers. In event foreign matter enters the guide sleeve of
the terminus, which cannot be washed out, the connector can
and should be disassembled by a trained technician, fiber
ends cleaned and inspected for damage and then reassembled.
Because of the size and position of the male and female sleeves
in the connector, only extreme misuse would cause this con-
dition. The interface is scoop proof and the termini areI protected by the shell.

2.4.1 Connector Plug, Hermaphroditic:

I The connector mating face4 and positive locking
coupling device will be completely hermaphroditic
to permit termination of both ends of the cable
with identical connectors. The coupling device
will turn with respect to the connector shell.
The coupling mechanism will be one-quarter( )
turn ramp coupling nut and anti-vibration posi-
tive clicking device incorporated with it. (fir. I-e)
The coupling mechanism is currently being used in
another military connector manufactured by ITT
Cannon Electric.

2.4.2 Bulkhead Receptacle Design Objectives:

The mating characteristic of the mated bulkhead
receptacle will be essentially the same as stated
for the cable plug with exception that the coupling
device will not be free turning with respect to rASe
connector shell. The receptacle shall have a bulk-
head, D-hole type mounting with jam nut, lock washerj and "0" ring panel seal. The receptacle will mount
in a .iaximun .0064 meter (.250 inch) thick panel.
The bulkhead receptacle will terminate same cable
as the cable plug. This configuration is not required
by the technical guide lines but makes environmental
testing easier to accomplish. The fibers therefore
will not be individually removable. The design does
allow for "i2tail" fiber te-mination with exchange
of cable clamp hardware for a larger opening clamp
nut and sleeve. No moisture seal would be included
in the "pigtail" fiber termination version.

2.5 MATERIALS AND FINISHES:

I The material and finishes for plug and receptacle will be as
follows:

(3)
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3 2.5.1 Shell Hardware:

Aluminum with cadmium over nickel plating.
6000 series aluminum was chosen based on
its high corrosion resistance, good strength
which can be increased by heat treatment,
easy formability and machinability, and

3 availability. The finish, cadmium .0004
minimum thick over electroless nickel .0003
minimum thick, was chosen for corrosion
resistance. This is the same finish which
is used on military connectors made by
Cannon Electric and has proven to exceed
the 48 hr. salt spray requirement of the
technical guide lines. An olive drab chromate
finish over the cadmium makes the connector
suitable for military field use.

2.5.2 Terminus Components:

("Clicker" hardware, spacer post, and strain
relief string): Corrosion Resistant Steel,
Passivated. 300 series corrosion resistant
steel was chosen for strength and corrosion
resistance 4n an unplated state. The terminus
design requires very tight tolerance and sees
a frictional force during the mating and un-
mating. A plated surface would exhibit high
wear and possible flaking to contaminate the
interface of the fibers. "Clicker" hardware
sees very high forces during mating and would
effect performance after the required 1,000
cycles durability and 48 hrs. salt spray.
The spacer post may be changed after aluminum
stress analysis is performed on the assembly.
The strain relief spring is easily formed wich
corrosion resistant steel %,ire and has proven,
on previous design, to be Iunctional.!

2.5.3 Gromet and "0" Rings-Silicone Rubber:

Chosen for its large range of service temnerazure
particularly the low temperature requirement of
-570 C., silicone rubber also provides very
good sealing proerities in static seals such
as is found in this design. The 40 durometer
silicone rubber used in the grornet provides
a sea! which also does not reszric: the ali-ren:r of :he te-minus sleeves.

A- 9
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2.5.4 Cable Grip:

Beryllium copper with cadmium over nickel
platingheat treated to spring temper.
Chosen for ease of manufacture in the half
hard state, and spring quality in the heat
treated state. The cable grip sees limited

jwear and therefore plating does not cause
functional problems.

5 2.5.5 Lock Washer - Internal Tooth:

Phosphor bronze with cadmium plating.
Chosen because of availability and proven use.
Phosphor bronze has spring qualities when cold
worked and is highly resistive to corrosion
from salt spray. Cadmium adds to this corrosion
resistance.

2.5.6 Jewel/Ferrule - Ruby or Saphire:

Chosen as a bearing interface materiaL which
is manufactured to very tight tolerances both
in size and-concentricity. Jewels are purchased
in various inside diameters so that by select-
ing the size hole which closely matches the
fiber diameter the concentricity between fiber
and ferrule can be maintained.

2.5.7 Epoxy:

The present epoxy being used to terminate
jewel/ferrule is Enotek #331, but it is
planned to trypowdered epoxy pellets to
improve the termination process.

3.0 CABLE TERMINATION PROCEDURE.:

Cable termination for this connector is a relatively simole
process. The facet that tends to complicate it lies in the
fact that all six (6) fibers must be terminated the same length,
and therefore one imverfect termination makes it necessary to
re-terminate the others. Service loops in this fiber causes
bend radiation loss which is reported in section 4.2

The basic cable termination procedure will follow these steps:

.:en 1: 7Aen::i fy hard-.:are and instect for Zernera.. c :-,a
and quantities.

Step 2: Clean outer jacket of the cable up to two (2) meters
from the square cut end.

Step 3: Assemble the hardware onto the cable in the following
order. A-10
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Clamp nut, strain relief spring and clamp backlate
assembly, large and small "0" rings, flat washer,
cable grip and clamp assembly, and spacer assembly.
Push all this hardware down the cable and tape in
place one and one-half(!)') meters from the end to
keep it out of the way.

Step 4: Trim back outer polyurethane jacket kevlar strength
member and polyurethane inner jacket a predetermined
length exposina the six (6) buffered fibers and a
center spacer the same size as the buffered fibers.
Cut back the center spacer and make sure all fibers
are the same length.

Step 5: Terminate one fiber complete at a time. Assemble the
terminus rear body and spring onto the buffered fiber
and tape them back away from the end. Strip buffer
from fiber, clean the exposed fiber,assemble a
ferrule(with the smallest jewel which will fit) on
the fiber and epoxy in place. Grind, polish, and
inspect end of fiber. Ref: section 5.0

Step 6: Assemble ferrule "0" ring on to ferrule and sleeve

over assembly to protect end face of fiber.

Step 7: Terminate all six fibers the same as steps 5 and 6.

Step 8: Measure from back of terminus to jacket and mark.
Trim outer polyurethane jacket back to expose the
kevlar strength member of the cable. (Note: Take
care not to cut the kevlar as this effects the ultimate
strength of the assembly.)

Step 9: Untape the clamp hardware from the jacket and bring
the spacer assembly and cable grip and clamp assembly
up tmowards the termini. The kevlar must be brought
back of the clamp ring portion of :he spacer assembly
and dressed around the kevlar clamp. Press the clamp
and ring together lightly and insure even distribution
of kevlar around the-clamp.

Step 10: Assemble termini into backnlate slots arransing male
and female sleeves into their proper positions. Slic~e
terminus collar over the front of the termini then
assemble the connector grommet over all termini.

S:e !I: ?.e-check oos-_ion of dressed kevlar s-rands -"he- -- si-:
:he cabe 4r. rela-icn :o :he s-aczr assem._-,- s: -:ha:
:he proper service bend exists. Press kevlar clamp and
ring together. Using standard wrenches, tighten cable
grip onto cable making sure no slack exists in the

0 Fexposed kevlar. The hex-nut should be bottomed against) the kevlar clamp .

A-11
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II
I Step 12: Bring remaining hardware up to cable grip hex-nut

and slide the assembly into the connector shell.
Keys in the shell will align the terminus backplate

Sand hold the clamp backplate when the clamp nut is
tightened.

Step 13: Inspect cable interface to assure terminus orientationIIand position. Tighten clamp nut.
* Termination procedure of jewel/ferrule is described in

detail in section 5.2

I 4.0 BACKGROUND DATA SU1MARY:

This connector is being designed by taking the results of
tests, conducted on other connectors and cable, and applying
the knowledge gained to its best application. The present
program follows many others dealing with fiber optic connectors
and fiber optic cable. The data following reflects this history.

I 4.1 JEWEL/FERRULE ALIGMIMINT CONCEPT:

The cable chosen for this program is a six-channel fiber optic
I cable. Each fiber is a graded index glass fiber with the

following dimensions:

Buffer diameter 1 mm

Fiber diameter 125 + 5% zm
Core diameter 50 A3m

Numerical aperture >.25

The jewel/ferrule alignment concept aligns the core of the matinR
fibers and brings the polished faces extremely close without

touching. Since the glass is brittle, buttinq ends could shatter
during shock or vibration to the connector. When the fiber end
is polished durinz the termination process, the zlass fiber is
erroded away faster than the jewel bearing which surrounds it
leaving the fiber just below the jewel face. The jewel then
acts as a bearing surface for the load created by the terminus
spring which forces the fiber forward to insure the proximity
of the ends. This system results in extremely low gap loss,
typically less than .2dB. The exact loss depends on the amount
of po!lishing it receives. Angular loss is the second alignment
-.roblem. The ie%el/ferrule a!imnment concevt supports c'ne

7 .r-i.. (.3 Inch) in. and :he c:her 7.35!.=
.113 inch) minimu wi:hin :he male euide sleeve. :::*h a uaxi-

mum gap, between ferrule and sleeve, of .010mm (.0004 inch) the
result maximum anrular =is-alignment is less than one eizth(I/S)
of one degree (<1/80) a angular loss of less than .05dB.

A- 12Ii (7)
I
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1
I Lateral mis-alignment accounts for the largest percentage of

loss in the jewel/ferrule concept. The variation in size of
the fiber does not allow using one jewel hole diameter and
cost of purchasing jewels in one micron increments is not
practical on a production basis, therefore the figures listed
below reflect maximum gap between fiber and jewel with jewels
sized in five (5) micron increments. The other figures are
based upon standard jewel/ferrule component tolerances of parts
being used by ITT Cannon Electric at the present time.

Max. jewel hole to fiber O.D. sap 5 jm

Jewel I.D. to 0.D. T.I.R. 3 ;m

Ferrule I.D. to O.D. T.I.R 10 pm

Ferrule O.D. to male guide sleeve gap 10 .m
~28 jum

Statistically the most probable excentricity is L:

L - -52 + 32 + 102 + 1 02]' 15.3 )=m

This corresponds to a fiber core displacement of 31% and a
lateral alignment loss of 2.LdB. * The total extrinsc
loss of the connection using the jewel/ferrule alignment concept
is: dB

Gap Loss < .20

Angular Loss C .05
Laterial mis- 2.10
alignment loss

**Fresnel Loss .30

1 <2.65

1 Improved performance is possible thru closer jewel fiber

sizing and improvement of ferrule and guide sleeve manufacturing
tolerances. As part of this program, Cannon Electric willI investigate manufacturing processes which will lessen the
lateral misalignnent losses.
.resnel loss is inherent in all fiber connec- :ns-.hich
use an index matching liquid or anti--eflec-ion coating cn zhe
fiber ends and are not used in this design.

I A-13
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(Cont 'd)

4.1 Conclusion:

Less than 1dB as a goal for the jewel/ferrule alignment concept
* is not practical but less than 2dB is.

4.2 FLEX CHAMBER DATA:

The connector flex chamber design is based upon testing done at
the start of this program and testing done as part of other
proirTams The following quotes are from the final technical
report, "Connectors for Optical Fiber TDM Cables", R&D Technical
Report-ECOM DAA7-76-1357-1.

"4. 3.3) FIBER 3END RADIATION LOSS EVALUATION

The need to determine the attenuation as light propagates through
a curved fiber is due to the connector functional design"

" As two connectors are mated, a means must be
provided to accumulate the varying manufacturing dimensional
tolerances of the mating components. Two basic design require-
ments coexist: 1) the mating fibers must abutt each other with
minimum separation and,therefore, must be spring loaded to
accummulate mating hardware tolerances (shells, coupling nuts)
and 2) the cable strength member (Kevlar strands)must be clamped
at the rear of the connector.- Since the cable cannot move rela-
tive to the connector body (due to clamping of the Kevlar),
and the ferrules compress their springs upon mating; the fiber
between the rear of the ferrule and the Kevlar clam, position
must be allowed to flex. This portion of the connector is refer-
red to as the flexure chamber." (Refer to section 5.0 fia. 1-d
for drawings of the flexure chamber).

~"As the project progressed, it was recognized that considerable

attenuation was caused by the flexure chamber concept. The
design of the six-channel connector's flex chamber (it's length)
was based upon testing a sample ITT fiber, early in the project.
This turned out to be in error due to variations in numerical
aperture of subsequent fibers. The atuation is a function of
th e N.A. as ,ell as the bend radius. T-he curves of fig.*ten &
eleven (11) represent the significant data empirically produced
with 55/l25,umITT fiber. The flex chamber length can be deter-
mined through use of this data and budgeting of the allowable
extrinsic coupling loss."

" The coordination was accomplished and ITT cable design III was
tested for retention. The cable strenath member was cerminated
to an actual six-channel connector; the fer--les were omi._ed
and -:e -e-s -.ere allowed :o :ex-nd :-he cnr.-. r,

3 exposing then. The shell oz :he connec:or -.:as mach"ned :a
provide windows to view the kevlar clamp and fibers during the
test. Standard tension testing equipment and techniques were
employed. The termination design met specification by holding
at 400 pounds.

A-414
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I "The load was increased in 100 pounds increments; fiber movement
was noticed. The cable stretches under load (kevlar is rated
at 171 elongation at 500 pounds) causing the fibers to unwind
from their helically wrapped position. The fibers moved aft
,within the connector 0.075 inch at 400 pounds as the cable
stretched behind the connector. Because of this movement, it
was decided to provide a fiber service lenath of 0.200 inch
within the flex chamber to preclude the ferrules from being
pulled upon and separating."

I

I
I
F
I
!

ii I A-15
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5.0 VISUALIZATION DATA:

FIGURE I CONNECTOR PLUG, EPMAPHRODITIC

FIGURE I CONNECTOR PLUG, BULKHEAD RECEPTACLE

FIGURE III TERMINUS ASSEM4BLY

I

I
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?FAR7-s LIST:
FOR: 111270-0003
CA3LZ PLUG

Sh11ELL PLUG I

COUPLING NUT 2

CLAMP NIT 3

GROIET 4

BAC PLATE, T-ZT'-UXS 5

PIN, SPACER (3x) 6
CLAMP SLEEVVE 7

KVLAR CLAP 8

WASHER 9

CABLE GRIP . U- NU 10
CLAMP BACKPLATE ii

STRAIN RELIEF SPRING 12

RING, CLICKER RETAINE? 13

T ERMIN'US COLLAR 14

CABLE GRIP 15

0-RING, CABLE 16

O-RING, SHELL 17

WASHER, LOCKING rLICKR 18

SPRING, WAVE 19

MALE TERMINUS 20
D/n 045-9506-001

FEMALE TERMINUS 21

I
A-20
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?ARTS L.SFOR: 12"I.7-0003

RECZTAC?.

TEM1S

SHELL, trECEPTACLE 1

GRO!E T 2
BACYPLATI, TERMLNUS 3

PIN, SPACER (3x) 4

CLAMP SLEEVE 5

=VLAR CLAMP 6
,N.ASHI1 7

CABLE GRIP HF-X KT 8

CLAMP BACXIFATE 9

STRAIN RELIEF SPRING 10
NUT, HEX JAM 11

TERMINUS COLLAR 12
CABLE GRIP 13
CLAMP NUT 14

0-RING, CABLE #2-107 15

O-RING, SHELL #2-119 16

0-RING, 'MTG 72-138 .7

LOCKWASHER 41954-00 18
MALE TEINUS 19

p/n 045-9506-001

FEMALE TER.YINUS 20
p/n 045-9505-001

I

I
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Iv

Z" -aS LIST

FOR: 0.5-0506-001

~INU M.S AS. .. Ly ' MALE

ij

SLZr? , MALE

BODY, REAR
2

O-RING #2-003 3

SPRING

4

JEWEL/FEPvULZ ASSEIeLy 5
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?ARTS LIST

FCR: 043-9503-001

=-RM:'7JS ASSEMBLY, FrE-AL'E

SLEEVS, FEMALEI

BODY , REAR2

0-RING Qfr-003 3

SPRING

JZL/FERULZ ASSEMBLY 5

A-2 3



5.2 JL/F77LVLZ T=Z _':IA:: 7 NSrT7CT!ONS

The foUlowirig sheets contain the jewel/fe~r .le

termination procedures for =he three (3) series

of connectors produced by I1'T Cannon Slec:ric

(FOT, FOS, FON). The procedure for ternination

of the jewel/ferr'ales for this project will be

similar.

A-24
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ASSEMBLY Of FERRULES ON SINGLE FIBERS

KITS'
'304cnipdon Part Numoer STRAIN

POT Termination Kit 320-70109-000 RING CAM
FOS Termination Kit 320--,08-00JSAP9

;ON Termination Kit 22-3-7014-O -XfN0 JSTEIR c

MATERIAL&:.,

D escription Part Numbeir POT FOS FON

Fibarpotting STRENGTH
Cleaer (Acetone A4ot Su0plied CUTER MEMBER

and Freoni ~ACKETSTEGHM BR3 Kim Nipa5 4ot Suoled =flJSH WltTH RAZOR SLAOE
.-Tios Not Suoolied ________________________

Soars Parts Kit. POT .120-7012-O00 X iUE2
Spare Parns Kit. FOS 220-70'11.-= X IU 2

SoarsePantsKit. PON 320-7015.000 X
..CUIP'dENT. 2Z Fiber 9,eparation - turfer removals accomaiisned bty using

the sitnpper0. fiber buffer PMIN 980-0008.54 or 980-0005-84.)
Description prt Number Buffer strip lengths for single fiber connectors are s folows:

j Stover. Fiber 9110.1=15-548 )( X X rrcno ti
Buffer(0.010,1i')m ti
Blue Handle For Connector Owq..NO. Limngth (*0.030)

"im. uffr OT (plug ano 1 1O,89.001X0

Stripoer. Fiber 380-0005-5A9 X X X receptacl)110004
White Handle far -FSo1.172 ~
1 rM. Buffer O-shr 1110"

Blades. Razor. 980-0005-547 X X X receptacle 78
Single Edge re08-aln

Gun. Heat. 475 995-0001-988 X X X FON-Fi 111201.000 7/8'
WA&ts 010VAC.

Tool EpH ,27.08-0 3 3)0Oil removal - remove the silicones oil from the stripped fiber
Tolioxy 27-75-M X- by dipping it in acetone. wios it clean with Kim Wipes. Care

Insetionshould be taken (from this step on) not to break the exposedI .- Bottles, Drop NO.100005-550 X th fXe diaeteern.l
Dispenser

Fixture, FOS 11 12764 1Fie esreet-masr0h0fbrdaetri0i

Toci.Strain i 7164-W X
Relief 5) Ferrule selection - select a jeweled ferrule whose graded

Micrometer, Not Supplied inside diameter is as close !0 the fiber diameter as possible.
Mete The closer the fit, the better the perormance. The following

CASLE DCSRIPflON: tblion correlates terruie Port No.'s with connector types:

Connector Fernlle Part No.
POT-F-I 070.0037XXX(
FOT-F-2 07040034-XXX
FOS-F 070-0031-XXX

INE TRNT ON.FJ 070006-XXX
JACKT MEBERNOTE- XXX denotes 1ewe inside diaeflter in microns.

NOlTE The support slemv (PIN 252-1251-000 is used inside
the POT-Fl ferrulesar or mm buffee fiber. (See Ig.

FIBER3.) Install the support sileeve, projecting approximatel
CONE &.230 in from the ferrule shoulder, prior to the jewel.
CLADINGferrui final assembl.

iii St~h mmer cacle termination - using raZor olas. SPOTSEV
rimilove outer and inner jacket of the Cable. Do not nick

~,.strengm membaer. For the MSE connector, a minimum of 2' of
untripwe fiber must prolect from the c01ble1 Clamp menm.
CAUTION:. insure that all necesary compones am wetalled MV480 UNSSAROUND FIBER

on tne cable prior to sitreingth meumber termination. Unifonywy SAME P18EN
dree 0ecl the strengh me110mbedr over the strain relef, and In-
stall the cdamping. using atMn rellef too# (111M v17154o0. A-25
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GRINDING AND POLISHING PROCEDURE
FOR SINGLE FIBER TERMINATION

KITS:OINA

Description PurlNumber EPOXEY MENISCUS

DOT ermntion Pun 32Nu09mrFT SFN,
PSernsion itng .820008-000 X4E BEADRU3 O Tluminat0 ion t 2-0400O -OE

Suspension, 2olisning, 380.000-545 X x X FIGRREL2
Alumina CS0 Micron

Almn .CS Mion 4) Grtndlng - Install -he ferrule in the aoproartate polsnhliI Ld .6F.o fixture: PIN 111258.0060 for FOT, PfN 1112."000 for FOS. ana
rote z o ioner 90C0-8 PIN I1I1296.000 for FON. NOTE- For the FCS-2 ferrule; use the

Fluid. Lens Csaning 970-=06-984 X X Xspare yokes (P!N 281-9500-001) and end cap (PIN 025.9M5-000)
(I Ff. oz-) to aoapt the ferruie to thle poiisrung fixture. Position the far.

Kim Yi13es Not Suple rules oar Figures 3 & 4.

EQUIPMENT: PON, i OT FERRULE PETAINER
Brus1h, Cleaning 980-0005-574 X X X uSE 0 GET FON, FOT
Disk. Abrasive 995-0001-990 X IC X PqOPER PRO.JEC~ION POUS1IiNG
ixture. Polishing FOCT 1112!8.000 X 1TR

Fixture. Polishing FOS 111259-0000 IC
ixture, Polishing FON 11 1296.00 IC
Texmet FON I FOT ENO CAP

- Bock, Laping Base- 317.1581-00 X X IC
B 015' 025'

Block. Lapping Base - 317.1562.00 X IC I PROJECTION --.

Cutter, GlassaFiber 317-1563-000 X X X FIGURE 3.
(Alumina)

MIcroscpei, 20OX 996001I-993 Optional 011 025'w _

PROJECTION
MG noh h folowing procedure applies to stepped and graded FOIERL

inde silcacorm fibers. FOE OLISHIRNL

PROCEDURE: ASSEMBLYFITR
1Ceawing - Carefully scribe the fiber projecting from the ________________

fcOfte eoxied and cured ferrule with the glass fiber cutter-
(PN317-1563.000. Soe Figure 1 for location of the sclibe mark. FO SEND CAP ..--

Break the fiber gently by applying a tight fores at the end of (USE TO GET
the fiber. see Figure 1. PROPER PROJECTION)

SCRIBE FIBER FIGURE 4.
ALUMINA CHI1P QUSED If the facis of the fiber is not perfectly round or is cracked. gnind
FOR SCRIBING FIBER the ferrule using light. normel pressure on the abrene disk

SPRLEBEAK FIBER GENTLY (PI N 2960001-90 as shown in Figure 5. Make sure the abra-
FRUEDETAIL "A" BYv APPLYING shve disk is on a flat, solid surface. Use cutteir during the grind-

EPOXY FORCE AS SH-OWN ing process. When a round and CraCk-firs full core is obtained,
* AFTER SCRIBING gradually p 9 ceed to grind tne feaffles in the patterns shown

~ 0in Figure 6. until the fiber Is flush with thes suraii of the leweel.
If the woe obsrved In Step 2 Is round and free of cracks grind

- - UDETAI. Athe femaleas on the abrsolv disk pe the pattern shown in
FERRULE SE frI''Figure &. until the fbrWTN flush with the euafme of the jewel

_______ ______ ______ ______or slightly cnae

2) Cleaved fiber examination - baiodight the opposite end of &SRASIV%
the 'Iber and oblef' the cleaved fiber using 20OX magnifis lea,<
*on.f'n m ~c xv aro swef s ilumir'stea *,,.n,:ca*::s',!C --- --

-4 ' tsr c~re I :rac~ea :en'nc .'
piace the ferrule par the asseroly o1~rre cn jingis Oa0rs 3UPC
procedurel. If the light in not scattered beinind the Ies" and -I O OF GRNDN AXIS( the fiber end is not perlfetlfy round .but Is cracked, then a suir. ETINOP1)1 RC
face flaw I ndicated, whcam emoved by grinding and Sh14O COFCTDE CIRACK4
pdlishlig. '388111111 IN Two Con OF

Re 11inforc the cleaved end - appy a saall beld of epoy _________________________
OvalIN.eiav~ nd U~Jberas shown in Figure 2. Cire

thre sooMy as exotllned in the assembly of feirrules procAcure. A- 2 6 FIRS.L
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!
1.0 INTRODUCTION

This test procedure descrioes test methods and equipment for

i evaluating the performance of six-channel, single-fiber optical

cable plugs and bulkhead receptacles under environmental and

I mechanical exposures typical of military tactical field applica-

tions. This procedure covers the connector evaluation section,

I paragraph 3.2.5, of "Technical Guidelines for Ultra Low Loss Opti-

cal Tiber Assemblies."

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

I The followinq spocifications and documents form a part of this

procedure to the extent specified:

a. MIL-STD-202E, Notice 5, dated 4 October 1978, Test
Methods for Slectronic and Electrical Component

I Parts

b. MIL-C-45662A, dated 9 February 1962, Calibration
I System Requirements

c. MIL-STD-1344A, dated I September 1977, Test Methods
for Electrical Connectors

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
3.0 TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

I Six cable pluus and six bulkhead receptacles will be supplied for

I test. The plugs and receptacles will be paired and assigned sam-

ple numbers 1 through 6 for identification and for determining the

I appropriate test sequence. After assembly, each connector half

/will have 10 m of optical cable to enable the connectors to be

I installed inside test chambers without disturbing the connections

to the optical test aPperatus. The input and output ends of the

cable will be cladding mode stripped. The input end will be per-

manently attached to the optical power transmitter.

I

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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I

4.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

I 4.1 calibration of Test Equipment

All test equipment to be used in the performance of these tests

will be calibrated in accordance with MIL-C-45662A. Each item of

test equipment will bear a calibration label reflecting the

instrument control number, the date of the last calibration, and

I the date the instrument is next due for calibration. Equipment

calibration procedures will be maintained on file in the calibra-
I tion laboratory.

I
4.2 Test Equipment Tolerances

Unless otherwise specified, the test equipment will be capable of

indicating and controlling test conditions within the following

I tolerances:

a. Temperature 20C

I b. Force 2%

i c. Optical power ratio 0.1 dB

d. Torque 2%

I
4.3 Test Conditions

I Unless otherwise specified, all tests required by this procedure

will be performed under the following environmental conditions:

I a. Temperature 15"C to 35"C

I b. Relative humidity 30 to 80%

c. larometric pressure 94 to 108 kPa

I
A-33
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4.4 kction in the Event of Failure

In the event that a specimen fails a test requirement specified

herein, testing will be stopped if it is considered that comple-

tion of the test or succeeding tests will mask the cause of

g failure. ITT Electro-Optical Products Division (EOPD) will be

notified of the problem in writing.

4.5 Documentation

A formal test report, including test data sheets, will be fur-

nished at the completion of testing. All variable test data will

be recorded. As a minimum, the report will include:

* a. Title page

b. Table of contents

I c. Purpose

d. ConclusionsI
e. References

f. List of test equipment

g. Laboratory data sheets

4.5.1 Recorded Data

I AL measurements will be recorded to as many significant digits as

are meanincful under the accuracy limits of the test equipment!
used. All data will be recorded on appropriate data sheets.

The ambient test conditions (temperature, relative humidity, and

barometric pressure) and the date will be recorded on the data

I5
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form. If a data sheet covers measurements performed on more than

I I day, the ambient conditions and date for each day covered will

be included on the data sheet.

Only original laboratory test data or a direct image thereof will

be submitted as the final test document. Data sheets will not be

I rewritten. In the case of errors accidentally recorded on the

data forms, the erroneous data will be lined out by a single line.

The corrected information will be inserted, and the correction

will be initialed by the technician making the change.

I Test data will include, whenever applicable, the following

details:

a. Diaqrams, sketches, or photographs of each test setup

b. Electrical hookups which are peculiar to the test
I proqram or which might prevent duplication of the

test method or results if not supplied

I c. The orientation of samples to the direction of force
imparted during any physical test such as flex or
twist

d. Any fixturing used for mounting the test samples for
any of the tests covered herein

e. A detailed explanation of how the test was performed

f. All data recorded during performance of the test

I
I

I
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l

4.6 Disposition of Test Samples

I Upon completion of the testing required herein, the test samples

will be individually bagqed along with suitable identification of

the test sample number and the laboratory project number and

* I shipped to ITT EOPD.

I

A
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

5.0 TEST SEQUENCE

I The test samples described in Section 3.0 will be subjected to the

tests listed in Tables 5.0-1 and 5.0-2 according to the sample

number assigned at the time of submission. The individual test

3 samples will be tested in the sequence of the numbers listed in

the column under that sample number.I

I
I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

I
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Table 5.0-1. Test Sequence.*I
Sample Numbers

Test Name Para 1 2 3 4 5 6

I Examination 6.1 1,4, 1,4, 1,4, 1,4, 1,4 1,4
7,10 7 7,10 7

Coupling loss 6.2 2,5, 2,5, 2,5, 2,5, 2,5 2,5
8,11 8 8,11 8

Mating durability 6.4 3 3 3 3 - -

Immersion 6.6 6 - 6 - - -

I Cable retention 6.9 9 6 .- 

Flex life 6.10 - - 9 - 3 -

Twist 6.11 - - - 6 - 3

Crosstalk 6.12 12 9 . . . .

*Each connector pair has a unique test sequence, i.e., sample num-
ber 6 will undergo the following sequence of tests: examination,
coupling loss, twist, ex&mination, and coupling loss.

I
I
I
1
I
I
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Table 5.0-2. Summary of Quantity of Tests.

Sample

Test Name Numbers Repetitions

Examination All 18 (6 connectorS)

Coupling loss All 18 (6 connectors)

Mating durability 1,2,3,4 4 (4 connectors)

Immersion 1,3 2 (2 connectors)

I Cable retention 1,2 2 (2 connectors)

Flex life 3,5 2 (2 connectors)

Twist 4,6 2 (2 connectors)

Crosstalk 1,2 2 (2 connectors)

I
!

F
F

I

!
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I

6.0 TEST METHODS AND REQUIREMENTS

This section of the test procedure defines the equipnient and

method for performing each of the tests specified in Section 5.0,

Test Sequence. Each sample has its own unique test sequence as

I illustrated in Table 5.0-1.

1 6.1 Examination Test

The examination test is performed to determine what effects the

mechanical or environmental tests may have had on connector com-

ponents. This test is limited to visual indications of physical

deterioration which can be observed without disassembly of the

I connectors. Unmating of the counterpart connector halves is not

considered disassembly.

6.1.1 References

Refer to paragraph 3.2.5.2 of "Technical Guidelines for Ultra Low

f Loss Optical Fiber Assemblies."

f 6.1.2 Test 7quipment

The test equipment will include a .nicroscope capable of 5 X nagni-

fication.

!
6.1.3 Test Method

Uipon initial submission to the test laboratory, all test samoles

will oe accompanied by a certification of :ompliance from fiber

I
i I : Z ,]11
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optic Quality Control that the materials, finishes, dimensions,

and workmanship meet the requirements of the applicable Hughes

drawings.

AWhenever the examination test is specified in the test sequence,

the test laboratory will examine the test samples under 5 X magni-

fication for evidence of damage, physical deterioration, or any

other condition which might have an effect on subsequent connector

performance. The counterpart connector halves will be unmated to

allow examination ot the interface area of each connector half.

Particular attention will be paid to the condition of the engaging

ends of the fiber optic elements. The mating surfaces of the ele-

ments may be cleaned if the examination indicates the presence of

dirt or other foreign material.

6.1.4 Test Data

The initial examination data sheet will indicate that the proper
U[

certification of comnliance has been received for each test sample

submitted for test.

All examination data sheets will includt a written record of the

condition of each test sample at the time of examination. This

record shall also indicate whether clean.ng of the mating surfaces

of the connectors was required or performed.
a

* g : 12
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6.1.5 Requirements

All test samples will be accompanied by hne appropriate certifi-

cate of compliance showing pretest inspection acceptance by fiber

optic Quality Control. All evidence of damage, physical deterio-

ration, or other conditions which miqht affect the connector per-

formance will be noted and recorded in the test data.

6.2 Coupling Loss

The term "coupling loss" is used in two contexts in this test pro-

cedure. In its first context, coupling loss is the measurement of

the insertion loss of a mated connector pair. Insertion loss ia

the ratio of the optical power through a continuous length of

optical fiber to the optical power through the same fiber af=er a

connector has been installed. The insertion loss test may be per-

formed only once on a given fiber because it requires a continuous

I length of fiber at the start.

I In its second context, coupling loss is a measurement of the

effects of mechanical or environmental stresses on the optical

interconnection. This measurement is an extension of the inser-

tion loss measurement. It is expressed as the ratio of the opti-

cal power through a continuous length of optical fiber to the

j optical power through the same fiber after a connector has been

installed and the connector has undergone mechanical or environ-

I mental stress. The distinction between this measurement and the

I
lZi 13I A-4 2
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insertion loss measurement is time. Both utilize the same initial

optical power reading for the uncut fiber, but in the second con-

text a significant period of time has elapsed between the initial

uncut reading and the final inserted and conditioned reading.

Each coupling loss test setup consists of test fibers and one or

more reference fibers permanently positioned in the output field

of an ootical transmitter. Test fibers will eventually be cut for

installation of the test connector while reference fibers remain

uncut for the duration of the test program. The reference fibers

are included to monitor the output of the optical transmitter and

provide a basis for compensating any changes which may occur in

the transmitter power. All optical power readings are expressed

as a ratio in decibels of the test fiber to the reference fiber.

The coupling loss measurement can be thought of as occurring in

two phases. During the first phase, cable characterization, the

uncut cable ani reference fibers are installed on the transmitter

for a series of optical power measurements to establish the ini-

tial power ratio for each fiber in the cable to the reference

fiber. These values form the basis for all subsequent couplinq

loss readings.

When the characterization has been comoleted, the cable will be

cut and a mating pair .f connectors will be installed rejoining

.14
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the original fibers. N new set of optical nower ratios can now be

measured to determine the couplinq loss for each fiber. The cou-

plinq loss will be the difference between the current power ratio

for a given fiber and the power ratio obtained during the charac-

terization phase.

Thus,

Loss (d4) = current Power ratio (dB)

- initial Power ratio (dB) (6-1)

6.2.1 References

Refer to paragraph 3.2.5.1.1 of "Technical Guidelines for Ultra

Low Loss Optical Fiber Assemblies."

6.2.2 Test Equipment

The test ecuipment will include items recuired by Huqhes co per-

form tests.

6.2.3 Test Meth ;d

6.Z.3.1 Cable Preparation

Preoare a 20 m lenqth of optical cable supnlied by ITT ECPD for

each test sample usinq aparopriate Ruqhes Preparation techniques.

Preoare one cable for each of the six mated connector oairs in the

test program. Orepare one additional cable to be used as a cable

control sample durinq subsecuent tests.

15
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6.2..3.2 Cable Characterization

Connect the optical transmitter to a dc power source capable of

supplying 300 mA at 12 to 15 V. Allow sufficient time for the

transmitter to warm up before proceeding with any measurements.

Tag or color-code each fiber at the end opposite the transmitter.

This identification will be used throughout the remainder of the

test proqram.

install the reference fiber at the reference port of the optical

power meter. Install one of the test fibers at the signal port of

the meter. The meter will display the ratio in decibels between

the test fiber and the reference fiber. Record the value dis-

played and move on to the next fiber. This measurement should be

rapeated for each fiber in the cable with respect to each of theI

This entire process should be repeated periodically over a period

of 24 to 48 h to determnine if there are any fluctuations with

respect to time in the fiber power ratios. The mean value of the

i-itial optical power ratio for each test fiber will be used for

all subsequent coupling loss measurements. Se sure that all mea-

surements are scable and that there are no loose connections at

the ortical trInsmitter.

After chabacterization, the cable will be cut at the midpoint tak-

ing care to maintain individual fiber identification in the two

T i ato 1t
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sections of cable. The plug and receptacle test connectors will

he assembled no the cable using the assembly procedures speci-

fied by lughes. When the connectors are assembled and coupled,

the original fibers should be in counterpart terminals in the plug

and receptacle.

6.2.3.3 Coupling Loss

Connect the optical transmitter to a dc power source capable of

deliverina 300 mA at 12 to 15 V. Allow sufficient time for the

transmitter to warm up to operating temperature before proceeding

with any measurements. Connect the reference fiber to the refer-

ence port of the optical multimeter. Connect a test fiber to the

j signal port of the multimeter. Record the current power ratio

(CPR) indicated by the multimeter. Repeat this process for each

of the test fibers in the cable. Measure the current power ratios

for each of the fibers in the cable control sample in a similar

fashion.

tial oower ratio (IPR) for each test fiber from the data recorded

durinq characterization. Subtract the initial power ratio from

the current power ratio to obtain the power ratio differential

(PRO):

?RD (dB) - CPR (dB) - IPR (dB) (6-2)

112t1 17
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If this is the first measurement of coupling loss after installa-

tion oZ the connector, then the coupling loss is equal to the PRO.

Calulate the actual connector coupling loss by subtracting the

control value from the PRD for each test fiber:

Loss (dB) = PRD (dB) - control (dB) (6-3)

Equation 6-3 is perforned to compensate for any changes in the

optical transmission of the cable alone as the result of environ-

mental exposure.

6.2.4 Test Data

The test data will include sample and fiber identification; the

results of each measurement for ZPR and CPR; sample calculations

5 for PRO, control, and coupling loss; and the results of all calcu-

lations. In addition, any observations of sample condition or

performance which might aid in interpreting the test result will

be recorded.

6.2.5 Requirements

The coupling loss of a mated pair of connectors with each assem-

bled to a length of cable will be measured on an individual opti-

cal channel basis. The objective is 1.5 dB.

6.3 Rotation (Deleted)
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6.4 Matinq Durability

Nating durability is intended to determine the ability of the con-

nector to withstand repeated coupling and uncoupling as in normal

service. This test produces the type of wear which the connector

might experience during its service life.

6.4.1 References

Refer to paragraph 3.2.5.2.2 of "Technical Guidelines for Ultra

Low Loss Optical Fiber Assemblies."

6.4.2 Test Equipment

The test equioment will include items required by Hughes to per-

I
form tests.

6.4.3 Test Method

Mount the receptacle connector to a simulated panel with its jam

nut. Connect the optical transmitter to a dc power source capable

of supplying 300 mA at 12 to 15 V. Allow sufficient time for the

transmitter to warm up to operating temperature before proceeding

with any measurements. Align and engage the counterpart plug with

the receptacle and rotate the coupling ring until the connectors

are fully encaged. Then rotate the coupling ring in the opposite

direction to fully uncouple the connectors. Separate the two con-

nector halves completely. Repeat this process for a total of 1000

matinq and unmating cycles. No lubrication of the coupling

devices during cycling is allowed.

IZ 2 , 19
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On the first mating and on every 50 mating cycles thereafter, mea-

sure the CPR for each fiber in the connector. (These measurements

are intended to verify continuity only and are not considered a

formal coupling loss measurement.) Observe the condition of the

coupling devices and optical mating surfaces throughout the expo-

sure.

Upon completion of the required mating cycles, the connector mat-

ing faces may be cleaned using appropriate procedures before sub-

mission to the subsequent tests in the sequence.

6.4.4 Test DataI
The data sheets for mating durability will contain sample identi-

fication, CPR readings for each fiber for each 50 cycles, and any

observations of physical change or damage along with the number of

cycles completed at the time of observation.

6.4.5 Requirements

Counterpart connectors will be capable of meeting the requirements

of succeeding tests after 1000 mating and unmating cycles without

additional lubrication of the coupling devices. The connector

mating faces may be cleaned after the 1000 cycles have been com-

pleted.

6.5 Salt Spray (Deleted)
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6.6 Immersion

The immersion test, in which the specimens are totally immersed in

water at a specified pressure, is intended to determine if the

sealing provisions at the mating interface and cable entry are

capable of excluding water from the interior portions of the con-

nector.

6.6.1 References

Refer to paragraph 3.2.5.2.4 of "Technical Guidelines for Ultra

Low Loss Optical Fiber Assemblies."

6.6.2 Test Equipment

I The test equipment will consist of the following:

a. Water vessel capable of maintaining a pressure of
I 1kPa

b. Optical power radio meter

c. Optical transmitter

d. Power supply

e. Pressure regulator with cage

6.6.3 Test Method

Install the completely mated connector sample inside the water

container with the transmitter and detector ends of the fiber

optic cable brought outside through suitable seals to withstand

the test pressure. Connect the optical transmitter to a dc power

source capable of supplying 300 mA at 12 to 15 V. Allow

S2 ~ 21
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sufficient time for the transmitter to warm up to operating tem-

perature before proceeding with any optical measurements. Fill

the water vessel with room temperature tap water to completely

cover the mated connector pair. Seal the water vessel and ores-

surize it to 18 kPa (equivalent to 1.836 m head of water). Main-

tain this condition for a period of 24 h.

Initially, and periodically throughout the exposure, measure the

CPR for each fiber in the connector. (These measurements are

intended to verify continuity only and are not considered a formial

coupling loss measurement.) At the conclusion of the exposure,

and without disturbing the sample, perform a coupling loss mea-

surement as described in paragraph 6.2.3.3.

Remove the specimen from the water vessel and carefully dry all

exterior surfaces. Exercising care not to introduce any remaining

exterior water to the inside of the connectors, unmate the sample

and examine for the presence of water within the sealed area of

the connectors.

6.6.4 Test Data

Immersion data sheets will contain sample identification, a

description of the test setup, records of the CPR readings for

continuity, the results of the couplinc loss test, and observa-

tions of the condition of the sample at the end of the test,

22
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including whether moisture has penetrated into the sealed area of

the connector.

6.6.5 Requirements

The mated connectors will exclude water from the sealed interior

portions when immersed in water to a depth of 1.83 m. The con-

nectors will maintain continuity throughout the exposure and will

meet the coupling loss requirement at the conclusion of the expo-

sure.

6.7 Shock Drop (Deleted)

6.8 Sand and Dust (Deleted)

6.9 Cable Retention

The cable retention test is intended to determine whether the con-

nector strain relief mechanism is capable of withstanding a static

tensile load tending to pull the cable from the rear of the con-

nector body without damaqg to either the connector or the cable

within the strain relief.

6.9.1 References

Refer to paragraph 3.2.5.2.7 of *Technical Guidelines for Ultra

Low Loss Optical Fiber Assemblies."

6.9.2 Test Equipment

The test equipment will include the following:

IL ~ ~23
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a. Tensile test apparatus

b. Receptacle mounting adapter for tensi'e tests

c. Optical cable mandrel (cylinder approximately 400 mm
diameter by 200 m high with cylindrical surface
wrapped with double faced tape for good grip)

6.9.3 Test Method

?erform this test on both plug and receptacle connectors. Mount

the receptacle on the mounting adapter plate with its jam nut.

Install the optical cable mandrel on the uprights of the tensile

test machine. Install the receptacle with its cable entry upward

on the crosshead of the test machine. Wrap at least five turns of

cable around the cable mandrel taking care that no excess slack is

left between the connector and the mandrel. Leave at least a

160 mm separation between the rear of the connector and the first

turn on the mandrel.

Activate the test tiachine crosshead and apply an increasing load

between the connector and the test cable until a load of 1780 N

has been applied. Maintain this load for a period of 60 s and

then remove it. Observe the connector and cable during the load-

Ing for any evidence of damage or movement. Remove the receptacle

from the test machine and carefully examine it.

Mate thp receptacle with its counterpart plug connector and rein-

stall the mated pair on the crosshead of the tee-t machine with the

LZL1 24
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I

plug cable entry upward. Wrap at least five turns of the plug

cable around the cable mandrel and repeat the loading a described

above for the receptacle.

6.9.4 Test Data

The data sheets for the cable retention test will contain the sam-

ple identification, a description of the test setup with a sketch

or photograph of the significant details, and a record of the

observations made during and after the loading.

6.9.5 Requirements

The plug and receptacle samples will withstand a tensile load of

1780 N for a period of 60 s without physical damage and will be

capable of meeting the requirements of succeeding tests.

6.10 Flex Life

The flex life test is intended to determine the ability of the

3 connector strain relief mechanism to protect the optical cable

from flexing stresses such as might be imposed during handling of

cables in field service.

6.10.? References

Refer to paragraph 3.2.5.2.9 of "Technical Guidelines for Ultra

Low Loss Optical Fiber Assemblies."

25
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6.10.2 Test Equipment

The test equipment will include the following:

a. Flex life cycling apparatus

b. Optical power ratio meter

c. Optical transmitter

d. Power supply

e. High-low temperature chamber

P 6.10.3 Test Method

Figure 6.10.3-1 shows the fixture configuration that could be used

for the flex life test. The pivot point (?) is aminimum distance

(PE) from the end of the connector to preclude the cable from

swinging. The distance L which defines the location of mass M is

set at approximately 150 mm. The gravitational force exerted by

mass M should cause the cable to become taut and hang vertically

at point G in the neutral axis. A mass of approximately I kg is

adequate to accomplish this.

This test consists of two parts -a room temperature phase and a

low temperature phase. it ma, be more convenient to make the set-

up in the temperature chamber and perform both parts without hav-

ing to move the apparatus. Mount the flexing apparatus so that

the flexing motion can be input to the tes'. chamber through a test

port in the chamber wall. Only the sample mounting plate and su -

oort bearinq need be inside the test rhamber. Adjust the limit

26
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Figure 6.10.3-1. ?ixture Configuration for Flex Life Test.
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switches on the reversing motor to provide a flexing action 90" on

either side on the neutral axis as shown in Figure 6.10.3-2.

Mount the receptacle on the mounting fixture, cable entry upward,

* } using the mounting jam nut. Couple the counterpart plug to the

receptacle with the cable entry downward. Attach the stabilizing

mass (M) to the plu; cable 150 mm (L) below the rear of the plug.

Use care to avoid damage to the cable jacket where the mass is

attached. Route the optical cable outside the chamber through one

of the test ports so that optical power ratio measurements can be

made.

Conaect the optical transmitter to a dc power source capable of

supplying 300 mA at 72 to 15 V. Allow sufficient time for the

transmitter to warm up to operatinq temperature before proceeding

with any measurements. Record the CPR values for each fiber

before starting the flex test.

With the sample exposed to laboratory ambient conditions, energize

the flexing apparatus and subject the cable to 1000 flex cycles

Periodically thro'ughout the exposure, monitor the CPR for each

fiber in the test cable. (These measurements are intended to

verify continuity only and are not considered a formal couplinq

loss measurement.)

At the conclusion of the 1000 flex cycles, deenergize the flexing

apparatus and rotate the test sample 90° about its mating axis as

I 1 21A 28
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shown in Figure 6.10.3-3. Resume cyclinq with the connector in

its new orientation unLil an additional 1000 flex cycles have been

completed. Monitor CPR as before. Thi ' concludes the room tem-

perature phase of the test. Inspect the cable carefully in the

area protected by the connector strain relief for any evidence of

deterioration.

Orient the flex fixture so that the connector is in the neutral

(vertical) axis. Program the test chamber to control temperature

at 70"C (±20). Expose the connector to this condition for a

3 period of at least 48 h.

- Program the test chamber to control temperature at -55*C (t3:

Expose the connector to the low temperature condition for a- period

of at least 48 h. At the conclusion of the 48-h period and while

3 the connector is still exposed to -55*, energize the flexing appa-

ratus and subject the sample to 500 flex cycles. Monitor CPR ini-

£ tially and periodically throughout the exposure.

I At 'he conclusion of the 500 flex cycles, deenergize the flexing

apparatus and rotate the test sample 90" about its mating axis as

shown in Figure 6.10.3-3. Use protective gloves and perform this

operation as quickly as possible to avoid unnecessary heat input

to the sample. Resume cyclina with the connector in its new ori-

entation until an additional 500 flex cycles at low temperature

A30
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have been completed. Monitor CPR as before. This concludes the

* .low temperature portion of the test. Remove the sample from the

test chamber. Allow the temperature chamber to return to room

temperature before removing the test sample. Perform a complete

examination paying particular attention to the cable where it is

protected by the connector strain relief.

6.10.4 Test Data

The data sheets for flex life will include sample identification,

a description of the test setup including a sketch or photograph,

3 records of the CPR values and when they were measured, and a com-

plete description of the condition of the connector iand cable at

the conclision of the test.

6.11

The twist test is intended to detrmine if the cable retaining

feature at the rear of the connector is capable of withstanding

I torsional stresses such as might be applied by the cable during

field handling without damage to either the connector or the fiber

3 cable.

I
6.11.1 References

Refar to paracraph 3.2.5.2.9 of "Technical Guidelines for Ultra

Low Loss Optical Fiber Assemblies."
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6.11.2 Test Equipment

Ths test equipment will include the following

Ia. Motorized twist test apparatus

b. Optical power ratio meter

c. Optical transmitter

d. Power supply

e. Receptacle mounting plate

I
6.11.3 Test Method

I Mount the receptacle to its mounting plate and secure the plate in

a vise or other suitable clamping means. Couple the counterpart

pluq to the receptacle. Position the twist test apparatus so as

to grip the fiber cable at a point 153 nmn behind the rear of the

plug cable retaining fixture. Before tightening the cable grip,

I program the twist apparatus to provide a twisting action as shown

in Fiqure 6.11.3-1 t90' about the cable neutral axis. One twist

I cycle is defined as passing from the neutral position to +90",

reversing back through neutral to -90", and reversing back again

to the neutral position, a total excursion of 180'.

With the twist apparatus in the neutral position, tighten the

E fiber cable clamp securely on the cable taking care not to damage

the cable. Connect the optical transmitter to a dc power source

capable of providing 300 mA at 12 to 15 V. Allow sufficient time

for the transmitter to warm up to operating temperature before

I I L2L3 33
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Ir
1. 0 SCOPE

1.1 Purpose

This test plan establishes the tests to be performed on the

cable design samples (CLIN 0002) delivered under Contract

Number DAA B07-78-C-Z9ZZ. Included is information on the

number of samples,. the length of each sample, and the test

procedure for each test.

I
i

I

J
]

I

I
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I1N

A summary of all tests to be performed, the number and length

of samples required, the optical monitoring functions required,

and the paragraph describing the test procedure is given in

Table Z-1. All samples used in the testing program whose

length is less than 300 m will be taken from a longer length

which was subjected to the optical transmission tests of

paragraph 3.0. Those tests requiring a 500m sample length

V will be performed in the order listed in Table 2-1 on the same

sample.

I

I

I

I

I
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3.0 TRANSMISSION TEST PROCEDURES

3.1 ATTENUATION

3.1.1 SPECIFICATION

* a) Wavelengths: 8,200; 8,500; 10,600 Angstroms

b) Attenuation: 5 dB/km (maximum)
I

3.1.Z TEST DEFINITION

The optical attenuation of each cabled fiber will be measured

at three selected wavelengths.

3.l.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The equipment of Figure 3-1 will be used to measure attenuation.

The procedure will follow method 6020 of DOD-STD-1678. The

output through the fiber is measured at each specified wave-

lengh with injection input numerical apertures of .089, .124,

.176 and .243. Once the output through the long length is

measured4 at the specified wavelengths, the fiber will be-cut

at a distance of 1 a from the injection end. A new end is

prepared on the output end of the reference length and the

measurement repeated for the short length.

. , Roanoko, Vifginia
4
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I TElatr-Optical Pmduet Division

5.1.4 DATA REDUCTION

The attenuation at each ',..relength and injectin nume rical

aperture (N.A.) is calculated per the relation

N-10 log VL/VR dB/km(N.A., X) LLLR

where VL = output voltage detected through long length LL

and VR - output voltage detected through reference length

LR CLR - 1 m)

3.1.5. TEST RESULTS REPORTING

The attenuation of each test fiber at all three wavelengths

with an input N.A. of .089 will be reported.

3.1.6 TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

ITT-EOPD measurement equipment and personnel will be used.

3.Z. DATA TRANSMISSION

3.2.1 SPECIFICATION

Pulse dispersion 2 nsec/km maximum

3.Z.2. TEST DEFINITION
The 50% (or 3dB) optical pulse dispersion of the test fiber

*1 will be measured at 9,000 Angstroms.

. .Roanoke, Virinia6
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3.2.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

.- The equipment of Piguza 3-2 will be used to measure pulse

dispersion. The substitutionary procedure of Method 6050 of

DOD-STD-1678 will be utilized.. The substitutionary reference

.1 pulse will be measured periodically using a one to ten meter

length of graded index fiber similar to that used in the cables.

I I A typical input pulse is shown in Figure 3-3.

I
During the procedure, one end of the fiber is positioned in

I the input beam to obtain maximum ovutput with the laser pulsed

just above threshold. The output waveform, detected by the

I PIN diode, is displayed on the sampling scope and a permanent

record made with the X-Y recorder.

3.2.4. DATA REDUCTION

The dispersion of the fiber is calculated per the relation.

X(S0) - SL -WR 2 1/2 ns/km
LLLR

where A (S0) - pulse dispersion in ns/km measured at 50% of

the maximum pulse amplitude.

WL - pulse width at 50% maximum pulse amplitude of

the long test fiber output waveform in ns.

W - pulse widthat 50% maximum pulse amplitude of

the reference test fiber output waveform in ns.

_ __R oko, Virgini
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I ITT ~Elawth-OpticaI Productsis ______________

I

LL = length of long test fiber in km.

I LR - length of reference test fiber in km.

The values of WL and WR are obtained graphically from the

waveforms recorded on the X-Y recorder.

i
3.2.5 TEST RESULTS REPORTING

IThe 50% pulse dispersion of the test fiber shall be reported.

3.2.6 TEST FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL

ITT-EOPD measurement equipment and personnel will be used.

I 3.3. NUMERICAL APERTURE (N.A.)

3.3.1 SPECIFICATION

I .14 minimum

I 3.3.2 DEFINITION OF TEST

The exit N.A.., defined as sin , where is the cone angle

containing 90% of the output power, of each cabled fiber will

I be measured.

I3.3.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The equipment of Figure 3-4 will be used. First, ends are

made at both fiber ends by the scribe and break technique.

Roanoko, Virginia
10IA-78
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* Mode stripping compound is applied near each end. The output

end is positioned in the Pmax position of Figure 1.3, perpen-

I dicular to and centered on the detector surface. The input end

is then positioned in the .336 N.A. source beam for maximum
output. The detector is then moved away from the output end

a to a position corresponding to an N.A. of 0.11. The output

end is then positioned for maximum output to insure proper

Ialignment to the detector surface. The detector is then re-

turned to the Pmax position, and Pmax is recorded.

aThe detector is then moved away from the output end until the
output level drops 10% from the P value. At this time

* the separation SNA between the fiber output end and the

detector surface is measured and recorded.

S3.3.4 DATA REDUCTION

The exit N.A. is calculated from the relation

a N.A.U rd
1/2(r z*N.A.

where rd * radius of large area detector in mm.

and Z . measured distance between the fiber output end and

the detector surface at 90% output power level in mm.i

_Roanokeo, Virginia
12
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I 3.3.S TEST RESULTS REPORTING

The N.A. of the test fiber will be reported.

Ii
£ 3.3.6 TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

!TT-ECPD measurement equipment and personnel will be used.

i

I

I

I

*

IA8! I

I
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I 4.0 MECHANICAL AND E.NVIRONMENTAL TEST PROCEDURES

4.1 TENSILE LOAD

I SPECIFICAT!CN

i Gage Length 6 m

Load 181.44 kg for I mimute

Post load attenuation < 5dB/km

Visual No damage or degradation

4.1.2 TEST DEFINITION

A six meter gage length of cable is subjected to a tensile

load of 181.44 kg for a period of one minute. The attenuation

of the cabled fibers is monitored during the entire test.

I For additional data on long term effects the static load is

then reapplied for a period of 48 hours during which the trans-

mission through the fibers is monitored.

4 1.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The equipment of Figures 4-1 and 4-2 will be used, respectively,

to apply the tensile load and'monitor any changes in trans-

mission during the test. The cable, wound on a suitable reel,

is prepared for the test by mounting connectors on the inner

end of the cable and stripping the jacket from 1 m at the outer

! Roanoko, Virginia,
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I . ] Electro-Optial PMrdu ivision_

end of the cable. The outer end of the cable is then positioned

SI in the anparatus of Figure 4-1. Approximately 10 m of the

cable end is left free to prevent jacket slippage at the

I termination pulley. Ends are prepared on the fiber at the

other end and the fibers placed in the output coupling fixture

of the monitor unit of Figure 4-2. The connectors are then

I joined to the bulkhead connectors on the monitor unit. Initial

values are recorded of the detector voltages of the monitor and '

output detectors and the chart recorder turned on. The load

is applied for one minute. The load is applied and removed as

quickly as reasonable but not instantaneously. The time the

1 load is obtained and removed will be noted for correlation with

stripchart data. Following the removal of the load, the cable

I is allowed to recover at a nominal tension for a minimum period

of 30 minutes. The load is then reapplied and the monitor and

output detector voltages measured either periodically or

I continuously for a period of 48 hours.

4.1.4 DATA REDUCTION

I Differential attenuation is calculated for each fiber at test
points of interest per the relation.

A a 10 log V - 10 log Vto

I Roanoke, Virgioa

17
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Se monitor detector at t im e of measurement

" !V4 - voltage at output fiber detector i (i-1,

Z ..... 6) at time of measurement

V = voltage at monitor detector at beginning of test

and Vie= voltage at output fiber detector i at beginning

of test

I Points of interest shall be initial and final values,

minimum and maximum deviations plus any points of significant

change.

4.1.5 TEST RESULTS REPORTING

A graph of differential attenuation as a function-of time and

tensile load will be provided for each sample tested.

4.1.6 TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

ITT-EOPD measurement equipment and personnel will be used.

Rental of a multipen stripchart recorder may be required.

4.2. MECHANICAL TESTS

4.2.1 SPECIFICATIONS

IImpact Z00 impacts at .415 kg-m (objective)
limit to be determined

i Bend 2000 cycles (specification)
limit to be determined (4000 cycles maximum)

I Twist 2000 cycles (specification)
limit to be determined (4000 cycles maximum)Roanoka, Virginia

'5 18
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4.2.2 TEST DEFINITION

I Cable samples will be subjected to Impact, Twist and Bend

testing per paragraph 4.5.4.1 of MlL-C-13777F at ambient

I temperatures of 68 to 950 F, 160 0P, and -650F.

4.2.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

I Per paragraph 4.5.4.1 of MlL-C-13777F except that optical

continuity of the fibers shall be monitored where electrical

I continuity is required. Optical continuity will be monitored

by illuminating one end of the fiber with a standard microscope

illuminator and recording the output level with a photodetector

Iand stripchart recorder.

14.2.4 TEST RESULTS REPORTING

The level of mechanical stress and the number of cycles preced-

ing any fiber breakage shall be reported for each test and test

1sample.

1 4.2.S TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

Test facility not yet determined. ITT-EOPD personnel will assist

in performing the tests at test facility.

4.3 VIBRATION!

I _a-9Vii
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4.3.1 SPECIFICATIONS

Vibration Environment per curve W

Figure 14.2-6,

MlL-STD 810C

Sweeps 3 paralle! to sample axis
3 orthogonal to sample axis

Sweep Time 15 minutes

Past Test Cable Properties Attenuation <5.0 dB/km

at specified wavelengths

(per paragraph 3.1)

4.3.2 TEST DEFINITION

A full length test sample (>-300 m) wound on a suitable reel

is subjected to vibration testing along two axes per method

514.2 procedure VIII of MlL-STD-810C. Following the test, the

optical attenuation of the sample is measured per paragraph 3.1.

4.3.3. TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The equipment and procedure to be used will follow method

514.2, Procedure VIII of MlL-STD-810C. A sample greater

than 300m in length wound on a suitable reel will be secured

to a suitable vibration table with the motion axis parallel

to the reel axis. The sample is then vibrated per curve W

of Figure S14.2-6 of MIL-STD-810C for three 1S minute sweep

cicles. The sample is then rotated and secured on the vibra-

tion table so that the motion axis is perpendicular to the reel

Roanok0, Viginia,
20
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1 axis and the sweep cycles repeated.

Following the vibration testing the attenuation of the sample

Icable is measured per the procedures and requirements of
paragraph 3.1.

4.3.4 DATA REDUCTION

The attenuation of each cabled fiber is calculated per Section

3.1.4.

I 4.3.5 TEST RESULTS REPORTING

The pre test and. post test attenuation of each cabled fiber

will be reported.

4.3.6 TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

ITT-EOPD measurements personnel and equipment will be used.

4.4 TEMPERATURE SHOCK

4.4.1 SPECIFICATION

Test Conditions: per Method 503.1 of MIL-STD-810C

Post Test Performance: attenuation <5.OdB/km at

* specified wavelengths per
paragraph 3.1

_ __ Roanoko, Virginia
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4.4.2 TEST DEINITION

Test cables in lengths greater than 300 m are subjected to

sudden ambient temperature changes to determine the permanent

effect of such environmental factors on cable attenuation.

4.4.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The equipment and procedure described in Method 503.1,

Procedure I, MlL-STD-810C will be used. Following the final

cycle at room temperature, the attenuation of the cabled fibers

is measured per the procedure and requirements of paragraph 3.1.

4.4.4. DATA REDUCTION

The attenuation of each cabled fiber is calculated per

paragraph 3.1.4.

4.4.5 TESi RESULTS REPORTING

The pre test and post test attenuation of each cabled fiber

will be reported.

4.4.6 TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

ITT-EOPD measurement equipment and personnel will be used.

4.5 HUMIDITY

Roanoke, Virginia
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1.5.1 SPECIFICATION
Test Conditions. per Method 507.1 Procedure II, MIL-

,. .STD-810C, deleting measurements

during test.

Post Test Performance attenuation <5.0 dB/km at specified

wavelengths per paragraph 3.1

4.5.2 TEST DEFINITION

A test cable whose length is a minimum of 300 m will be sub-

jected to temperature cycling at high ambient humidity to

determine what effect warm, humid environments have on cable

attenuation.

4.5.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The equipment and procedure to be used is described in Method

507.1, Procedure II cf MIL-STD-810C with the exception that the

in test measurements are deleted. Following the test, the

attenuation of the cabled fibers is measured per the procedures

and requirements of Paragraph 1.1.

4.5.4 DATA REDUCTION

The attenuation of each cable fiber is calculated per Paragraph

3.1.4.

4.5.5. TEST RESULTS REPORTING

The attenuation of the cabled fibers before and after humidity

R8oaoko, Virginia
23
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I testing will be reported.

!
4.5.6 TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

ITT-EOPD measurement equipment and personnel will be used.

14.6. FUNGUS

4.6.1 SPECIFICATIONS

Test Conditions per Method 508 of MIL-STD-810C,

controls required to show profuse

I growth over 50% of the area after

14th and 28th days of test.

Sample -each per cable type,I 0 cm long

I Post Test Performance No visible growth of fungus on test

samples except sparse and tuberal

development of the fungus spore and

no more than two unrelated minute
colonies.

4.6.Z TEST DEFINITION

Cable samples are exposed to fungi in an environment conducive

I to fungus growth to determine the resistance of the cable to

1 fungal growth.

4.6.3 TEST EQUIPMINT AND PROCEDURE

The equipment and procedure to be used is described in Method

Roanoko, Virginia
A4I A- 92
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508.1 of MIL-STD 810C. As certain cleansing agents are known to!

inhibit the growth of fungus, the sample will be cleaned a

minimum of one hour prior to starting the test to allow total

evaporation of the cleansing agent.

4.6.4 TEST RESULTS REPORTING

Descriptions of the control and test samples at prescribed in-

spection internals and following test completion will be in-

cluded in the testing lajoratory's report.

4.6.5 TEST FACILITY AND PERSONNEL

Tests will be conducted by Aerospace Research Corporation of

Roanoke, Virginia.

4.7 NUCLEAR SURVIVABILITY

4.7.1 SPECIFICATIONS

A) Exposure gamma radiation - 103 l0 s

Roentgens (Cobalt 60)

Neutrons - 1012 _ 101 4 /cm 2

(1 MeV equivalent)

B) Time of Exposure <10 second

C) Cable Survivability efforts to be determined

_________________Rome.e Virginia

25
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ITT. Ele~tra-Opticl Products Diviion

4.7.2 DEFINITION OF TEST

Portions of a cable sample will be exposed to the radiation

I levels described above. Differential attenuation of the cabled

fibers will be monitored during exposure and for a period

following exposure to determine the effect on attenuation.

4.7.3 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

IThe cable sample will be connectored for use with the monitoring
equipment of Figure 4-2. The length of the test cable that is

exposed to the radiation will be determined by the test chamber

i capability of the test laboratory. Two laboratories are being

considered as test facilities at this time: U. S. Naval

J Research Laboratory in Washington, D. C. and Harry Diamond

Laboratory, in Adelphi, Maryland. The test specimen will be

sufficiently long (100 m) to permit use of the monitoring

I equipment of Figure 4-2.

I The output of the cabled fibers will be monitored before,

during and following radiation exposure to determine the

effects on the attenuation of cabled fibers.

1
4.7.4 DATA REDUCTION

I The differential attenuation of each cabled fiber will be

determined per Paragraph 4.1.4.

_Roanoke, Virginia
' 1 26
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4.7.5 TEST RESULTS REPORTING

The differential attenuation of each cabled fiber during the

test will be reported.

4.7.6 TEST FACILITY AND PERSCNNEL

Test facility not yet determined. ITT-EOPD personnel will

assist test facility personnel in conducting the test. Rental

of a multi-Pen stripchart recorder may be required.

1

I

Roanoke, Virginia
. . . . 27
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APPENDIX B

QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT

FOR ULTRA LOW LOSS

FIBER OPTIC CABLE ASSEMBLIES
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QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT

FOR
ULTRA LOW LOSS

FIBEg OPTIC CABLE ASSM98LIES

CONTRpCT DAAB07-78C-
29 2 2

ITT PROJECT 36027

HUGES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CONNECTING DEVICES DIVISION

17150 '7on Xaan Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714

I" PREPARED BY:

Reliability Test LaboratorY
Connecting Devices Division

Hughes Aixcraft CompanY
Irvine, California 92714
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I
QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT

FOR

ULTRA LOW LOSS

FIBER OPTIC CABLE ASSEMBLIES

I ITT Project 36027

S I HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CONNECTING DEVICES DIVISION

17150 Von Karman Avenue
S I Irvine, California 92714

PREPARED BY: ____. _________DATE: _ -__- _

APPROVED BY: DATE: T"_._- __..G., M. rdautsch, rgid
ger

ReliabilityT rty

APPROVED BY : 0( C. )IL a DATE: 7-___________
A. C. Villere, Manager
Reliability and Quality
Assurance

APPROVED BY: :2a61!. 6-469A. DATE: 7 782.
Mike Orr, Fiber Optic
Project Engineer

APPROVED BY: DATE:

ITT -SoP
IB-3
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J ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PURPOSE OF TEST: Qualification

MANUFACTURER: Hughes Aircraft Company
Connecting Devices Division
17150 Von Karman AvenueIrvine, California 92714

MANUFACTURERS TYPE OR 1143820S PlugSMODEL NUMBE: 1127132-1S Rcpal

1093201-051F400S Pin
1093202-051F400S Socket
#80581001 ITT Ultra Low Loss Cable

CUSTOMER PART NUMBER:

r

DRAWING SPECIFICATION
OR EXHIBIT: ITT Project Test Plan

Dated April 3, 1981

QUANTITY OF ITEMS TESTED: 6

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS: Unclassified

DATE TEST COMPLETED: July 23, 1982

TEST CONDUCTED BY: Reliability Test Laboratory
Hughes, Irvine

DISPOSITION OF SAMPLES: ITT Electro-Optical
Products Division
7635 Plantation Road, N.W. /
Roanoke, Virginia 24019

IB5
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ABSTRACT: ?ROBLZMS .'D DISCUSSION

j rn performing the T7mmersion Test (Para. 6.6 Ultra Low Loss Ciuneccor

Test ?an) on sample numbers L and 3, insertion losses in excess of :he

speci icacion limit (2.0 9B) were observed. The samples !ere then dis-

assembled to establish the reasons Eor chase failures.

During thi.. examination it was found chat the samples displayed

signs of corrosion." This was due to using a cest chamber chat had been

previously used for a salt water immersion cest. This chamber was m -

properly cleaned before the Imersion Test and was cherefore contaminated

'with salt crystals. ..lso, the disassembly of the connector revealed corn

o-rings inside the connector body as well as the strain relief housing.

This was the result of ausing a step (lubrication) in the connector

assembly procedure.

The disasseled connectors wore :hen cleaned with distilled water.

The damaged internal a-rings were replaced and the connectors were re-

assembled. The samples were then ramaced and insertion loss measurements

were taken. The initial measurements revealed no losses in excess of

2.0 dB. The samples were then placed in a ney imersion chamber and the

Immersion Test was reconducced. This second test resulted in failures,

just as the first.

A new sample was prepared in order ro decermine the leakage paths

for the imersion failures. After a thorough analysis, it was shown

that the o-rings when properly installed do not leak. The sample was

subjected to pressures up to 45 PSI. The leakage _9_4&kwas founj.;o have
been the thread area of the protective tube and receptacle shell. It

should be pointdok-N -: rt- Iic "he receptacle was not designed

foe this type of environment; i.e., the protective. tube is inside the

bulkhead. However, if this environment is required of the recepcacle

connector, provisions can be made.

,4inor difficulty was experienced when failure occured at four service

contacts. Two fibers cracked at the rear of the single channel connectors

by jolts during transportation of the cst station. The other two failures

were due to improper epoxy filling of the service contacts. See accompanying

pictures.

.
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- ~~Correctionl wia accomplishad by removing te discrepancy ~o a~

I ~fiber and recermilarig the Eiber with & 
fte. conctact. Data wias adJusead

accordinSly to cotapelsaca eor any differences that th aewd Cerminacion

zaused.
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I 3 QM4 HA 621 O9:40~ POT 07/051.92

4^Z^Z MA 6 "ZHUJHES IRVINE, CA 09:40 POT 07/045/e2
/TLX 92,41..9 ITT SOPD ROA
/ATTN2 MR. 0. C. MINOR

06 JUL/92 CW
..q7-36'?-e2

TO: TT Eopo

ROANOKE, VA

ATTN: MR. 0. C. MINOR
1.1C: KRAFT ELECTRONIC SALES, TOWSON, MD

REF: P.O. 34279

.U IQUALIFICATION TEST

CONFIRMING OUR DISCUSSION WITH CHUCK HAND ON'D/1/92, 2 CA CF
THE CONNECTOR/CABLE 'SAMPLES SUB.JECTED 70 THE IMMUS ION TEST
HAVE DEqNSTRATE INSERTION LOSS READINGS BEYOND SPECIFICATION
L NITS. PRELIMINARY FrLURE ANALYSIS INDrCATES THAT THE WATER
IS ENTERING THE CONNECTOR THROUGH THE REAR PORTION OF THE
31ULKHEAD CONNECTOR. PER YOUR DIRECTION HUHES WILL CONT.NUE

; WITH ANALYSIS TO PIN POINT THE AREAS OF LEAKAGE IN THE
BULKHEAD AND INSURE THE PROPER FUNCTroNING OF THE PLUG
CONNECTORS SEALS. QUALIFICATION TESTING FOR ALL SAMPLES WILL
RESUME 7/6.

I ANY
C CONNECTING E' S DIVION

-,F^E^Z^r.

/IZ^Z 7 ^ZHUHES IRVINE, CA Ot41 POT 07/05/82
/TWX 710?3291I KRAFT SLS TSN
/ATTN:

connect 10 s.cs listed 09:47 PDT 07/0"/?2

Z.

o -S--



K

~I

" ' MQ MA 26 01 16:26 PDT 07/06 /9-
4"Z^Z MA 26 ^ZHUGHES IRVINE, CA 16:2 PDT 07/06/32
/,LX 29418 ITT ECPD ROA

- /A !TN MR. 0. C; MINOR

06 .JUL/,.2 CW
MSG 7-3,40-62Z,
TO: ITT EOPO

ROANOKE, VA

ATTN: MR. 0. C. MINOR
C C*: KRAFT ELECTRONIC SALES, TOWSON, MD

. REF: HUGHES 1180 *7-3369-,2

StJi: QUAL TEST

HUGHES RELIABILITY TEST LAB PROCEDURES REQUIRES WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION TO CONTINUE INTO THE NEXT TEXT. PLEASE
ACYNOWLEDGE THE ABOVE REFERENCED MESSAGE MY RETURN TWX.

* HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CONNECTING DEVICES DIVISION

TWX 910-195-2522

/^Z^Z 27 ^ZHUGHES IRVINE, CA 16:26 PDT 07/06/12
/TWX 71023293!5t KRAFT SL:S TWSN
/ATTN:

. /79530?
I^Z^s
/^C^^Z^o

** BYE **
,:onnect 6 secs listed 16332 PDT 07/06/?2

,A. (,
I

0 
e

4"II 
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STARTING Unit 2
Po 3') Messai* #12
RX TWX:*
HACCONN IRIN

HACCONN rRIN

, TO 1 I..NIGANUOHES AIRCRAFT C. IRVINE CA
FROM I\TDY T EOPD ROANOKE VA
DATE JULY 7 19 82
rSG 3017-92

REF A EOPV ORDER 34279
3 HUGHES .SO 7-3369-92 AND 7-3.?0-92,

EOPD CONFIRMS TELECON INSTRUCTION TO CONTINUE QUAL TESTING. WRITTEN
REPORT TO ADVI-E LSARAGE POINT FOUND IN BUL'HEAD.

REGARDS

MINOR

MCK* K. NNNN

HACCONN IRIN

* -ITT PORD ROA-
SPa. 84 IS HIGHEST

Pie .94 IS NEXT
time 070611 DISCONNECT
conne.t 12 secs listed 06S11 PDT 07/07/,2

B-il
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F ' Test Report
Paqe j CP

I
~SECONDARY STANDARDS

Secondary Standards in possession of and controlled by
Electronic Standards Laboratory, Huqhes Newport Beach,
and used in calibration of transfer and workinq standards.

The calibration of the 6quipment is directly traceable to
Primary Standards in possession of and contolled by the
Primary Standards Laboratory, Huqhes Aircraft Company,
Ceantinuila and Teal Streets, Culver City. California.
They, In turn, show traceablity to the National Bureau
of Standards.

3
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I TEST ECUTPMENT

TEST F=JTRE D)URABILT

TEST FflCTRE CABLE RETNTION

TEST YIUEF~(LF

TEST DEURE WIS

rNSTRCN TESTER DURABILIT 1123

CHMIUER F7lCLFETERMCDYNAMIC

MICROPRCCESSOR F=~ LIFE MICRO-pRO 1000

CHART RECCRflER FTCLin MCROSERVC

CQMP=TR HEW==T PACKARD ALL 85
flATA ACQTJIS=N UNiT
RIEW=T PACKAPM ALL 3497A
OrDGITAL VCLTMETE
EWLE= ?ICKAB2 ALI 34S8

SOURCE B3x'S A"L

DETECTCR BOX'S AQT

POWERSU-PPLMS ALL. RP6216A



TEST SCHEDULE

SUBGROUP I

Examination
Couplinq Loss

Mating Durability

Examination
Couplinq Loss
IM~rsion

Examination
Couplinq Loss

Cable Retention

EZxaMation

Couplinq Loss

J SUBGROUP IX

Examination

Coupling Loss

I

mating Durability
Examination

Couplinq Loss

Cable Retention

ExaminationCoupling Loss

SUBGROUP IMM

Examination

Couplinq Loss

Mating Durability

Examination
Couplinq Loss
Iiersion

Examination

Coupling Loss
J Flex Life

Examinationf ~Coupling Loss 31



7k',r fti~ar- t.b. .m'F

TEST SCEEDULE, CONT.

SUBGROUP 1"7
Examinuation'

Coupling Loss
Mating Durability

- I Examination

Coupling Loss

Twist
Examimytion

Coupling Loss

SUBGROUP V

Examination

Coupling Loss

?lex Life

Examination
Coupling Loss

SUBGROUP Vz

Coupling Loss
Twist
Examination

Coupling Loss

B-17
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K - When : t tsted per: th2e speci.fication aAl. test sam-

- ~pies sh.a.l met t he :equireents of t-he appl.icabie
d1o, umentsa.

PROCEDURES: The connectors weret visually inspected to meet=
t-he requLtemts.

TE.TST ICESPE: " .1,;

TESTGHE RCSON:NECT~r ~lING~6d. TJ.a
STATCg STARTED Irg WCPUT

vAuA

-,,3-19
44W!

PART o. 
W -7'8, XZ
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HUGHES CONNECTING 0EVICES

BASE L:NE' INSERTION LOSS 3PIGAFt)O I ARAG.
" I en 1999 6I ,2. 3.,_

4AART No. TESTED m ey Tow M R...

REQUIREMENT: Prepare a 20m length of optical cable for each

test sample using appropriate preparation
techniques.

PROCMURZ: The baseline measurements were performed as
follows: The uncut cable and reference fibers
were installed on the transmitter for a series
of optical power measurements to establish the
initial power ratio for each fiber in the cable
to the reference fiber. These values form the
basis for all subsequent insertion loss readings.
After the characterization was completed, the
cable was cut and a mating pair of connectors
were installed rejoining the original fibers.
A new set of optical power ratios were taken to
detemine the coupling loss for each fiber. The
insertion loss was th. difference between the
current power ratio for a given fiber and the
power ratio obtained during the characterization
phase.

( Loss (db) - Current power ratio (db) -

Initial power ratio (db)

T ;ST EQUIPMENT: COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BCXS
DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTCR BCXS
DIGitAL VOLTMETE
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE 4irr THE ABOVE STAT REQUMEMENTS.
SEE PAGE No..71

muc~Conntfing Devicls. cJD-732
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TESTDATE STARTED WET CCiPLET

INSERTION LOSS WCM i' WaC:D 1695--- 6.2

MArT No. ' B TOW R..

REQUZIENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCE=URE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The tzansn-ttr was allowed suf-
ficient time to warm up to operating temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
mter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the mu. imeter was recorded. This process

I was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PRO (db) -CPR (db) - PR (db)

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE SCXS
TEST EQUZMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS

DnTAL VOLTMETERI POWER slJPPIS
TEST SAMPLES: #I
TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE NCET TEE ABOVE sTAXEn REQRMiENTS.-

I SEE PAGE No.
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I HUGHES CONNECTING, I VICES$

1TEST OArg sMATED UTZx ccwITE

I INSERTION LOSS £P40,,T PdA.

"AT1 NO. 'we Uva ITS R.H.

REQUECZ=ENT: The insertion loss of a mated =ai.r of connec-
tors each assabled to a lqth of cable will
be measu red on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDU2RE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to warm up to operatin timperature
before any measuriments were taken. The ref-
ere fiber was connected to the refer nce
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to thA signal port of the multi-
meter. The cuzrent power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PRD (db) - CPR (db) - ZPR (db)I
T COMPUTOR 8S SOURCE SCXS
STEST EQPENT: DATA ACQUITICN UNIT DETECTOR BCXS9 DIAL VOLTMETER

POWER STJPPLYS
TEST SAMPLES:

II TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPE ME THE ABOVE STATED REQTJMEMEN'TS.-
I SEE PAGE No

I

I

I,
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I
I HUGHES CONNCTING 0EICES

TEST I Al1£ START9i0 WECMLT

•.MATING DURABILITY ka - i t a 4 -?I L

IpaCAW PAR".OC1699 6.4

REQUIRIEENTS: Counterpart connectors will be capable of metinq
the requirements of succeeding tests after 1000
mating and unmatinq cycles without additional
lubrication of the coupling devices. The con-
nector mat,. g faces may be cleaned after every
50 cycles.

I PROCZDURE: The receptacle connector was mounted to a simu-
lated panel with its jam aut. The optical
transmitter was connected to a dc power source.

SThe plug connector was aligned and engaged with
the receptacle, being rotated until the connectors
were fully engaged. Then the coupling ring was
rotated in the opposite direction until connectors
• were fully uncoupled. The two connector halves
were completely separated. This process was
repeated for a total of 1,000 cycles. No lubri-

I cation was applied during this testing.

COMPUTOR 8S SOURCE BOXS
TEST EQUIPMEN-T: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETCTCR BCXS

DIGITAL VOLTMETER DURABILITY TEST FVCTUREPCWMR ST PPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RESULTS: TEE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUmMEUNTS.!
!

I

I

!

Im,.-Comwecng Devices cn3
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I ! IHUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEsT oAT STAro WE Co , puE

I VISUAL EXAMINATION [ gll,?l.8-7 S Lq .

PART~ NO. N.H.,-/F1DA
1;=9 06 SS'M

i RZQUIP1MENTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable
documents.

I PROCEDURES- The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the :equirements.I

I TEST SAMPLES:

I
TEST RESULTS: 7,#J T'Jr SA,PL ,C AS r

1

I

I

I

I. ClD-173-Z
s~ 3 w esuConneceng Devices WU- AVL4
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I HUGHES CONNECTING D YICES
TEST OAT STARTED I TT CGuIT

I INSERTION LCSS DISK1FGAMr IPSA.
= € 1699 6- .2_- .

I Pe"l No. TOY=iBy/ TooP R.m.

I REOUI-REMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of conziec-
tors each assembled to a lenqth of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel

l basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transitt r was allowed suf-
ficient time to wazm up to operating tmperature
before any measuramants were takten. The ref-
erenca fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the siqnal port of the multi-
met r. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multimetaer was recorded. This process

j was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PRO (db) - CR (db) - IPR (db)

COMFUTCR 95 SOURCE BCXSTEST cQUIPOMT: DAt% ACQUMM ON UNIT DETECTOR BCXS

DUTAL VOLTMEER
POWER STJPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES: AV

TEST RESULTS: TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUIREMENTS.
SEE PAGE No.l

I

I
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HUGHES -CONNECTING D£VICESTEST DATEz STATED DATE COGUETI

_ CD 1699 6.6POT 14o. TTEDrl By TD NM

REQUZREIENT: The mated connectors shall exclude water from the
sealed interior portions when imersed in water
to a depth of 1.83m. The connectors shall main-
tain cotinuity throughout the exposure andI shall meet the insertion loss requirement at the
conclusion of the exposure.

PROCEDURE: The mated connectors were installed inside the
i water container with the transmitter and de-

tector fiber optic cable brought outside throuqh
suitable seals to withstand the test pressure.
With the optical transmitter connected to a DC
power source., the water vessel was filled with
room temperature tap water to completely cover
the mated connector pairs. The water vessel was
then placed in an altitude chamber, and pres-
surized to 18KPa for a period of 24 hours.

TEST EQUIPMENT: COMPUTCR 85 SOURCE 9CS
(. T DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS

DIGITAL VOLTMET
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST SAM4PLES: md

TEST RESULTS: S8E ,rot as.C ". t- -7-3-

I

I

i 4q



i HUHES CONNECTING DCVICES
TEST DATE STARTED WEOPAT C

VISUAL EXAMINATION kPiLTI2 g l.

PART NO. T9rTEr BY24 T - . ,

I REQUIREMENTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of t.e applicable
documents.

PROCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

I TEST SPJGLES z

TEST RESULTS: 5Ff A:7TeAq(" Cu4 R.Ws=..Ts.

(i

I'
k

~ww~ 241 ofin~fg Devics CO- 1732
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HUGHES CONNECTING I SEIDUY

!X- SERTION LOSS 3# = FICATMN P4AA.

CD 1699 [. 1. ;

.EQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitt r was connected to a dc
power source. The t.-ansmitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to warm up to operating teimperature
before any measurments were taken. The ref-
ere.ce fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal pert of the mul=ti-
Meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each,
cable.

PDD (db) - CPR (db) - IPR (db)

TEST EQUIPMIT: COMPTJTOR 85 SOURCE BCXS
DATA ACQIMTON UNIT DETECTCR BCSX
DIAML VOLTMETER
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES: *

TEST RESULTS: S C 48,3rf, t . ,I, " A1O. G06

al omaetn Devices IPa72
3-33
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICESI TSTOATIE STARTED IO,,, CC ET=

CABLE RETENTION d%6.9CAT1G PdAAG"
10 = 1692- 1 6.9 --

PeRT No. a BY/ C..

REQUIREMENTS: The plug and receptacle samples shall withstand
a tensile load of 1780 N (400 lbs) for a period
of 60 seconds without physical damage and shall I
be capable of meeting the requirements of suc-
ceeding tests.

PROCE=URE: With the receptacle mounted on a mounting fixture
with its jam nut, the receptacle was installed
in the upright position. Five turns min. were
wrapped around a 15.75 dia mandrel, with no
excess slack between the back side of the con-
nector and the mandrel. There was a minimum of
160= separation between the rear of the con-
nector and the first turn on the mandrel. After
which the plug and receptacle were mated, the
mounting fixture turned 1800 so that the plug
connector could be tested in the same manne.
After both halves of the connector were tested,
they were carefully examined.

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BCXS
TEST EQUIPMENT- DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS

DIGrL VOLTMETER INS7RON TESTER
PCWER SUPPLYS CABLE RETENTION-

TEST SAMPLES. o. TEST FDCTURE

TEST RESULTS: r9 7"' 509 PIL' r T/ lE r o 4, ou I  5 rkJ>

j.....--,
C cng De.06 1.D1732
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HUGHES CONNECTING VICES
TEST IOAT!E STRI ~ECMUI

VISUAL EXAMINATION7.BR

PART NO. TWO~7ci TEMP R.M.

REQUITREfETS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable
documents.

PROCDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RE-SUTS: 7TWEg 7ksr TA-"PLJC 4& -'47 '1&A/

(

3-35
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HUGHES CONNECTING OEVICES
OAT STARTED OAT! CCMPUTE

I 7-.2,0- .. 2-,, .2
INSERTION LOSS PECJICATIAG.

TD By/L .2,..4RT 4o. RISmrl : .14.

REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a lenqth of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE. The optical transitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to warm up to operatinq temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
mtor. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multim taer was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

Pt (db) - CPR (db) - Z2R (db)

TEST EQUIPMENT: COMUTCR 85 SOURCE 3CXS
DATA ACQUrSITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS
DIUTAL V0LTME'M
POWER S=UPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUEMENENTS.
SEE PAGE No.,11

~ IWu.Connecting Devices C-13
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I HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST DOATSTARTED 0*?! CCMPLET!

VISUAL =-XAMINATION L.4C3FIATO G.

EtRT NO. TiS TED I P R. MM

: I REQUIPRZ S: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable
documents.

PROCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

I

E TE'-ST SAMPLES:

I

TEST RESU3LTS: 7w&~ TajT wmxPA ver nve pas~.4~a

BI

I

I

I
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST DT TRE AECMIEE

BASE L:4%E INSERTION LOSS PrIC&rG

.-ART No. IT19D BT'",-7 ITVAP

REQUIREMEN , a length of optical cable for each

test sample using appropriate preparation
techniquzes.

PROCEDURE: The baseline measurements were performed as
follows: The uncut cable and reference fibers
were installed on the transmitter for a series
of optical power measurements to establish the

i initial power ratio for each fiber in the cable
Sto he reference fiber. These values form the
basis for all subsequent insertion loss readings.
After the charact erization was completed, the
cable was cut and a mating pair of connectors
were installed rejoining the original fibers.
A new set of optical power ratios were taken to
determine the coupling loss for each fiber. The
insertion loss was the difference between the
current power ratio for a given fiber and the
power ratio obtained during the characterization
phase.

Loss (db) - Current power ratio (db) -

Initial power ratio (db)

TEST EQUIPMEnT: COMPUTCR SS SOURCE BCXSDATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTCR BCXSDIGITAL VOLTMETER

TEST SAMPLES: ;~~SL S

I TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED aEUM E FTS.
SEE PAGE No .z7A

I
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! | HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
s1ATZ START9 oArg CCMPLE.T

INSERTION LOSS SPCIFICATION •
-- CM 16 9 9.-. .6.-

AT? No. T23TIM9V SYA7 ? M R.

i i

REQUIRMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PRCCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to warm up to operatinq temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the referenceI prt of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multimeter was recorded. This procesS
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

I PRD (db) - CPR (db) - IPR (db)

COMPUTCR 85 SOURCE 5CXS
( TEST EQUIPMENT: DAT ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTCR BCXS

DUMAL VOLTMETER
POWmR SUPPLYS

I TEST SA LZS:

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUmEMETS .
1 SEE PAGE No..

I

I

tiwan LO.~~f.tngDeesj w32 _1~
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S HUGHES CONNECTING OVICES
TIEST OTE S"aTAMM OA'OL

M ATING DURABILITY
-____ ___.. . ..........____ __ CD I .6.4

PW 4N. jTMto7 3V- TIMP M.
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ I___ ___ ___ __I___ i _

EQUIP-WEMS: Counte-paxt connectors will be capable of meetingFthe requie ments of succeedinq tests attar lOuO
matinq and unmatinq cycles without additional
lubrication of t.he couplinq devices. The con-
nector matinq faces may be cleaned after every
50 cycles. wa i

| [PROCEURE: The rewceptacle connecor was mounted =. a simu- |
1 late panel with its jam nut. The optical

tziai4tter was connected to a dc power source.,
The plug connector was aliqned and engaged with
the receptacle, beinq rotated until the connectors
were fully engaged. Then the couplinq r inq was
rotated in the opposite direction until connectors
were fully uncoupled. The two connector halves
were copletely separated. This process was
repeated fo a total of 1,000 cycles. zlo lubri-
cation was applied du=inq this testinq.

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BSm
TEST EQUXPMENT: DATA ACQUSITION UNIT DETECTOR BC -

DIGMTL VOLTMETER DTM JLZTE EST FUCTURE
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST SAWMLES; "

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE WET THE ABOV STATED RXQTUWME1E.M

m " S-41
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST OATZ STARTIED WE ,--l.,

71~tSUAL EXAMINATION 3EIIAIN Id

PARTMO. TOM ByiT TEM4

ipQUUMMMS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples sAll meet the requirCements of the applicable
documents.

PRQC2=URES: The conne t0r were visually inspected to meet
the :equirements.

It
TEST SAWLES: 40;

TZST RESULTS: rAg TJS~ S'4OPe" .496P TAVE

I

I

I

I

* ... .l ,Co mecaing Devices ,,M IREV. L...
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I HUGHES CONNECTING OEICES

I ..INSERTION LOSS =FGM GR.

ART NO. M

I UIRE -T: The i ir on loss o a mated pai of :onnsc-'1 !0oX each assembled to a length of cable will
.i " be measured an an individual op tcal channel

Sbasts. The objective is L.5 db.

PRCC3LURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficinet time to warm up to operating temperature
before any measments. wee taken. Th~e ref-
rence fiber was connected to the reference

j port of the optical mltimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indi'cated
by the =ultimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PiD (db) - CPR (db) - ZPR (db)

COMP TTCR 85 SOURCE BCSTEST EQUIPMENT: DAT ACQUISTION UN1T DETECTOR 80CK
DTAL VOLTMETE
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RESULTS: TEE TEST SAMPLE MT THE ABOVE STATED) REQUMEMENTS.
SEE PAGE No.f3

I

!

I. UeeCofn@acting Devices CD-173
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEICES .

TIEST ~OAT! STARTED WECU TC

___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ CD 1699 6.9
4sT I 8V TVAP R.N .

REQUIREMENTS: The plug and receptacle samples shall withstand
a toensile load of 1780 N (400 lbs) for a period
of 60 seconds without physical damage and shall
be capable of meeting the requirements of suc-
ceedinq tests.

PROCEDURE: With the receptacle mounted on a mounting fixture
with its jam nut, the receptacle was installed
in the upright position. Five turns min. were
wrapped around a 15.75 dia mtndel, with no
excess slack between the baci side of the con-
nector and the mandrel. There was a minimum of
16(m separation between the rear of the con-
nectar and the first turn on the mandrel. After
which the plug and receptacle were mated, the
mounting fixture turned 1800 so that the plug
connector could be tested in the same manner.
After both halves of the connector were tested,
they were carefully examined.

( COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BCXS
TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISiTtON UNIT DETECTOR BCOX

DIGTAL VOLTMETER INSTRCN TESTER
POWER SUPPLYS CA8LE RETENTION-

TEST SAMPLES: O TEST FUCTURE

TEST RESULTS: T7#M rCSr' S,,-p r^ r&r J 5ud T tD)

I

!

I

I.
WeaarCofirg DeViCes C10D1732 I~
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l , HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES . ... .

TEST DATE STARTED OAT CCUPLLTI

vZSuAL EXAMINIATION jj&Ja- 7 j

. ~I I o 2 %;b

: EQUI4DTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable
documents.

PRCCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.I

TEST SA ZPLES: 49

TEST RESULTS: 7"V& r 5 S ,r "

I
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I HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
asDATE STARTED DATE COMPLLEC

INSERTION LOSS )O FWG
C I 169q-_ I 2.q

"RT NO. TESTED e - 'I TMP R.H.

IREQUIEMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PRO=EURZ: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The tranmitter was allowed suf-
ficient. time to warm up to operating temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multime tr was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PRD (db) - CPR (db) -PR (db)

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BCS
TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS

DITAL VOLTMETER
POWER SUPPLXS

TEST SAMPLES: At

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STAT ED REQUIREMENTS.

SEE PAGE xo.dag

I-4
I
!

I
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HUGHES CONNECTING ! ICES
TEST oATE STARTED OA!rE COLET1

VISUAL EXAMINAITZON 4-01Z.82 4 -P.

"r ,. ; Q ga-w. 0I 1

I ,.RT NO. TTED Sy ,IW ;,/ ITE M .P.

i REQUIEMENTS: When tested per the. specification all test sam-
ples shall meeot the requirements of the applicable
documents.

PROCe"URES: The connectors were visually inspected to meeot
the requirements.

1 TE-ST SAMLES:

TE~ST 'R_TS: ";# z r f s r s?" $q ,,e pL&. ,,,a r 7 ,# a

I7

IM

~ DeVI~eS CD1732 I.[
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TEST HUGHES CONNECTING IjVICES.
OAT! STARTED OAC COWLE EC

BASE L:NE INSERTION LOSS 3POIIATION

MANT NO. R..

REQUIREMENT: Prepare a 20m length of optical cable for each
test sample using appropriate preparation
techniques.

PROCEDRE: The baseline measurements were performed as
follows: The uncut cable and reference fibers
were installed on the transmitter for a series
of optical power measurements to establish the
initial power ratio for each fiber in the cable
to the reference fiber. These values form the
basis for all subsequent insertion loss readings.
After the characterization was completed, the
cable was cut and a mating pair of connectors
were installed rejoining the original fibers.
A new set of optical power ratios were taken to
detarmine the coupling loss for each fiber. The
insertion loss was the difference between the
current power ratio for a given fiber and the
power ratto obtained during the characterization
phase.

( Loss (db) - Current power ratio (db) -

Initial power ratio (db)

TEST EQUIPMENT: COMFUTOR 85 SOURCE BCXS
DATA ACQUISIMION UNIT DETECTCR BCXS
DIGITAL VOLTMET
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES: *3

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MT THE ABOVE STATED REQUMEMENTS.
SEE PAGE No.29

I

I WMWConnflcti Devices
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I HUG HES CONNECTING DEVICES
ITEST -ATZ3TART0 E A! CMM-E

INSERTION LOSS 3KCArn PAAG.

PT No. 1 DtoTa,.' I TEMP R.4.

I REQUTREM9T: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tores each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The tranitter was allowed suf-
ficiant time to warm up to operating temperature
before any measurements ,we taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
moter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multineter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in eachcable.

PRD (db) - CPR (db) - XPR (db)

COMFUTOR 85 SOURCE BCXS

TEST EQUIPMET: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BQXS -

DIITAL VOLT1AETER
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST sAMLEs: Ai 3

TEST RESaLTS: THE TST SAMPlZ MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUmXMEWS.
SEE PAGE No.2g.

I

I
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST DATE STARTED OATE CCaLETE,

A'AT11NG OURABILZTY3PC9ATO HG

C 16 9L 6.4

PART NO. T 11T"rMP MM. 1

REQUIRMENTS: Counterpart connectors will be capable of meeting
the requirements of succeeding tests after 1000
mating and unmating cycles without additional
lubrication of the coupling devices. The con-
nector mating faces may be cleaned after every
50 cycles.

PROCDURE: The receptacle connector was mounted to a simu-
Lated panel with its jam nut. The optical
transmitter was connected to a dc power source.
The plug connector was aligned and engaged with
the receptacle, being rotated until the connectors
were fully engaged. Then the coupling ring was
rotated in the opposite direction until connectors
were fully uncoupled. The two connector halves
were completely separated. This process was
repeated for a total of 1,000 cycles. No lubri-
cation was applied during this testing.

COMPUTCR 85 SOURCE BCXS
, ( TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR 8CXS

DIGITAL VOLTMETER DURABILITY TEST FDCTURE
POWER SU PPLYS

TEST SAWGLES:3

TT RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQ UMENTS.

I

I

U

~~weltConncing Dvics -I[cnD1732 L~.1
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I _ _ _ U_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __S_

HUGHES CONNECTING O._VICES
TEST DAT sTArTEo OAT! cc ,'TE 1

VISUAL VCAM4INAT ION ~A a;- 2

IPMAT M40. ]TSE 0,TOW R.H.

RZQUZX=S: when tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable3 documents.

PRCCDUEzS: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

I TZST SUMLES: 43

TZST RESUTS: 7,Wa p7wSsh4P( ,4vEP W

II

I

wi'COO WlCA 11l DeviCes CD172 I.
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST OAI" 3TART E OATE CCPLET

ZNSERTION LOSS 3CFGTN WAG.I~~C | 5-9-' 9 -2-,.,

S, No. ITtD By/o,7 TEM R.N.

I
REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-

tors each assembled to a length of cable willSbe measured on an individual opotical channelbasis. The objective is 1.5 db.

D PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to wazm up to operating temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimetar. The test fiber
was connected to the siqnal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicatedby the mltimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable. "

IP=D (db) - C=R (db) - XPR dE

COMPF3TOR 85 SOURCE BOXS3 t  TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS
DTAL VOLTMETER
POWER SU PPLYS

3 TEST SAMPLES: 403

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABCVE STAD REQUMEMENTS.
SEE PAGE Xo. A2#

I

I

I

I

I
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST ~OATZ START [0 OAT! CLEE

L'Q4ERS ON 3PIKFIGTIO MRG
|1 CD 1699 6.6

RZQUZREL2%NT: The mated connectors shall exclude water fr te
I *&-Led inerior portions when immersed in water
to a depth of 1.83m. The connectors shall main-
tain continuity throughout the exposure and
"all meet the insertion loss requirement at thec onclusion of t-heexou.

exposure.

PROCEDtURE: The mated connectors were installed inside theJ water container with the transmitter and de-
tector fiber optic cable brought outside through
suitable seals to withstand the test pressure.
With the optical transmitter connected to a DC
power source., the water vessel was filled with
room t mtperature tap water to completely cover
the mated connector pairs. The water vessel was
then placed in an altitude chamber, and pres-
surized to 8IXPa for a period of 24 hours.

ST 1QUZPIT2: COMPTOR 85 SOURCE 3CCS
DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR 3CXS
DIGAL VOLTMETER
POWER SUPPLYS

LMS SIIMLES: #

lEST RESULTS: S# ,8 3g- .L 4erL7 "

I
!
I

I

17&1
kA troeincing Devices 7.~ 13~ Z 4
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I HUGES CONNECTING DEVICES
TETOATE STARTED WET COMP1ETEC

VISUAL EXAMINATION C A

MN ? MO. M'Er 8Y TO _ .H.

*1 REQUIREMENTS: when tested per the specification all test sam-

ples shall met the requirements of the applicable

I PROCEDURES: The connectors were visilally inspected to meet
the requirements.

I TEST SAM'PLES: 0

TEST RESULTS:-- -T A, $

IZ.

B-55
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I HUGHES CONNECTING DEICES ___

rEST 0 STAT rD C,, T

INSERTION LOSSa.

.-AMT MO. T251ED my TEMP N.

I MEQUIREMNT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a lenqth of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channelbais. The objecive is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power soure. The tansmitter was allowed nuf-
ficient time to wa= up to operatinq temperaturebefore any measur ments were taken. The ref-
ErenCe fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical ultimeoter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the =1lti-meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicatod
by the multimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in eachcable.

PRD (db) - CPR (db) - IPR (db)

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BCXSTZST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS
DZITAL VOLTMETERPOWER ST EPLYS

I TEST SAMPIZS: Ad"

TEST RESULTS: ae Fi"- ,Va. 105

I

1

..I

......... evce C-13
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II HUGHES CONNECTING /ICES
TEST STaRTED DATEg CCoLT

FLEX LIFE 3C: ICT Pea".
,o _CD 1699. 6.10

iART NO. TSl BY'; " TAP N.M.
!10 76 1 A .7,,a7

I REQUI1EMENT: With the test connectors setup per Fig. 1, the
connector shall be cycled per Paragraph 6.10.3
of CD1699. Monitoring CPR initially and period-
ically throughout the exposure. These measure-
ment shall not be considered a formal insertion
loss measurement, they should be for verifying
continuity only. & visual examination shall be
performed after each portion of the flex testing
is completed, paying particular attention to the
cable where it is protected by the connectorstrain relief.

I PROCEDURz: With the test connector installed into a test
fixture per Fig. 1, the test connector was then
flexed per Fig. 2 for 1000 cycles. At the com-
pletion of 1000 cycles the connector was rotated
900 and cycled 1000 times in this axis, after
which a visual examination was performed for evi-
dence of deterioration. The test connector and
test fixture were installed into a test chamber
at 700c -(_20) for a period of at least 48 hours.
The chamber was then programmed to -550c (t3O)
for a period of 48 hours. At the conclusion of
the 48 hours and while the connector was still
exposed to -55c, the test connector was subjected
to 500 cycles of flex, at the completion of 500
cycles the test connector was rotated 900 and
subjected to 500 more cycles. CPR was monitoredthroughout the complete flex life test.

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BOXS
TEST QoUIPMz: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTCR BCCS

DIGITAL VOLTMETE FL=( TEST FDV'TRE
POWER SUPPLYS TEMPERATURE CHAMB

TEST SAMPLES: MICROPROCESSOR

I TEST RESULTS: rv r* r~ s~g SAm~C pc 5mrT#e q~J o v at

I

MI'A."Coe "uI Icfnq NVI less 1732 Inv 147
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I ,HUGHE CONNECTING IoICES
TEST D~~ATE STARTEDO~r CPEE

---, I - A-a .- " I" 1
PART NO. TWOTsU 7 iM, N.H.

I RQU3MMTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requixements of thle appliLcable
documents.

j PROMDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

3 P ,.IP 4 / R&4.a a.V7.

! I CO W5-,MOHINM" I. 'e" P- L

I

I



HUWES CONNECTING ICES
TEST , IEA STARTED o&r CCM

INSERTION LOSS 3s~jFICAN

ART 9O. 6D 8V -: Tl.N.

I REQU-:REMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a lenqth of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
poer source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient, time to we= up to operatinq temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
part of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated• ; by, te. =uL'cimer was recoded. This process

l I ~was repemted for each of tche tcest fibers in each'
.lI cable. .

i PRD (db) - CPR (db) -n3R (db)

COMPUTCR 85 SOURCE BCXS( TEST EOQIPPET: DA2k ACQULSITION UNIT DETECTOR BCS
D11?A VOLTMETER
POWER STJPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES: *3

TEST. RESULTS: TIE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUmENTS.
SEE PAGE No. ,,P

1
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• HUWHES CONNECTING EICES

TEST Ol[S'rTI[O OAM UI

I ~VISUAL EXA MINATION ~II IM PRG

I "D"RT NO. TM By! / P Rt.N.

I REQUIZDENTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
i ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable

documents.

I PROCDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

I..

TEST SAMPLES:

i T SULTS: T9gr r6U " SAMP"449* 7 7/gL

I
(.

I.
I

1
I

I

I

I

I



HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST .oE STARTED AT E COMPLUET 1

fTEST BASE L.NE TNSERTION LOSS A3KIAI O iN'~,-~c 1.. 4 <L- 9-_ ,s 2.1-1
-ART NO. TESTED O1 .M.

REQUIREMENT: Prepare a 20m length of optical cable for eachtest sample using appropriate preparation
techniques.

PROCEDURE: The baseline measurements were performed as
follows: The uncut cable and reference fibers
were installed on the transmitter for a series
of optical power measurements to establish the
initial power ratio for each fiber in the cable
to the reference fiber. These values for thobasis for all subsequent insertion loss readings.
After the characterization was completed, the
cable was cut and a mating pair of connectors
were installed rejoining the original fibers.
A new set of optical power ratios were taken to
determine the coupling loss for each fiber. The
insertion loss was the difference between the
current power ratio for a qiven fiber and the
power ratio obtained during the chararceization
phase.

( Loss (db) - Current power ratio (db) -

IZnitial power ratio (db)

TEST EQUIPHM: COMPUTOR*85 SOURCE BCXS
DATA ACQTUISION UNIT DETECTCR 3CXS
DIGiTAL VOLTMETER
POWER SUTPPLYSf TEST SAZPLESz #-4

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUIEMEIs.
SEE PAGEN No.I

I -"

I
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I HUGHES CONNECTING ICES
fisOATE STARTED WEI COMPLET

INSERTION LOSS K fjLA.
-~C 1 p699 - 9. 1

owNMO. TEST= my TEMP R.1.

REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dcI power source. The tzan-iitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to warm up to operating temperature,
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
trence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) i ndic ated,
by the multieter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

IRD (db) - CPR (db) - ZRR (db)

COMPU3TOR 85 SOURCE 3CXS
TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQT.ISITION TNIT DETECTOR BCXS
I DflOr= VOLTMETERI POWER S PPLYS

f TEST SAMPLES: 04
I TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMz~PLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUJREMENTS.-

SEE PAGE No

I

I
I
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HUGHES CONNECTING VICES
TEST oait SA RTr DATE COWLITET

I.fAT:*NG OURBILITY EN ICATMN RAG.
CD 1699 6.4

PART NO. to By RN

I REQUIR24ENITS: Counterpar- connectors will be capable of meetinq
the requirements of succeedinq tests after 1000
matinq and u1-mtinq cycles without additional
lubrication of the coupling devices. The con-
nector mating faces may be cleaned after every
50 cycles.

I PRO URE. Th receptacle con or was mounte to a simu-
lated panel with its jam nut. The optical
txanmitter was connected to a dc ower source.
The plug connector was aligned and enqaqed withIthe receptacle, beinq rotated until the connectors
were fully enqaqed. Then thr coupling rinq was
rotated in the opposite direction until connectors
were fully uncoupled. The two connector halves
were completely separated. This process was
repeated for a total of 1,000 cycles. No lubri-
cation was applied during this testinq.

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BCSX
TEST EQUtIPMT: DA-'DTA ACUISITION UIT DETECTOR BCXS

DIGITAL VOLTMETER DURABILITY TEST FDCTURE
POWER suPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:I
TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE T H ABOVE STATED REQUmEMENTS.I

I
I

I

~ iu~uConnfcflng DevicesJ"I1
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I HUGHES CONNECTING DVICES
TEST DATE STARTED WEAE SAR"EL TC

VZSUAL -MINATI5ON 4L .

" OA N,! Q I 6 . O. 'r 'to ev --- 14,, ..

I REQUZIREENTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall met the requirements of the applicable
documents.

I PROCETRES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

I
TEST SAMPLES: 4

TEST RESULTS: 7h5 r,9 3.4, .Pr C 7d ,43E

i(

I

I
!
I
I
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TES DATE STARTED WET CCMPLET

SZNSERTION LOSS 3CFCTC HG
J , 1 CD 169q. I 92-9i I R NO. Rnsrmn -: '~ .N.

I REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDtRE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to warm up to operating teperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
ort of the optical multimeter. The test fiber

meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by she mucnteter was rorded. This e utcess

was repeated for eac of the test fibns in each
cable.

PID (db) -CPR (db.) - IPR (db)

CCMUTR 85 SOURCE BCXS
DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXSI DIITAL VOLTMET
PCVWR SUJPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:I
TEST RESTLTS: THE TT SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUmMEESr3.J SEE PAGE No

I
I
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST OTE STATE O OrP.ET

TWI ST CATION PRG

___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ CD1l699 .1

REQUIRMENT: With test connector set up per Fig. 3 CPR
measurements shall be taken initially and
periodically throughout the cycling, with these
measurements taken only to verify optical con-
tinuity. At the conclusion of the 1000 twist
cycles the cable and cable retaining feature
shall be carefully examined for any damage or
deterioraion.

l PROCEDURE: With the test connector setup per Fig. 3, 1000
cycles of t wist cycling was completed. The
connector and fiber cable were removed from the
test fixture and carefully examined for evidence
of damage or deterioration of the cable or con-
nector.
COMPUTCR 8S SCURCS 30C(

TFS EQUIPMEXT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTCR BCS
DIGITAL VOLTMET TWiST TEST FMnJRZPCWER SUPPLYS

S EST SAMPLES. i

TEST RESULTS.:W gr$~, ~ ~ rsi~~

*1 ~ ~I~~Cnv Devices MOWN73 ( l, jI
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HUGHE S CONNECTING VICES
ItT VISUAL MLAMfIAION ,?uA UI-2

V SUAL ZQNJICATICN (PARAG.

PAT No. TrrI ,,/ 177,TE, P .,.

REQUIPEEIrS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the :equireents of the applicable
documents.

PRQCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

TEST SAMLE'S: Fd EF 5 c£ F# € u

! !~

* TST R1SULTS: 7w- m#%e(-5 P -i -ro 43-"'G

,It. --- 3



I HUGHES CONNECTING 0E.VIC.S _

TEST DATE STARTED DATE COMPTI

INSERTION LOSS PIN
D 1699 I 2

.,ART NO. jTWOTE By 1 I TEMP R.H.

I REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a lenqth of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channelj basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-j ficient time to warm p to operating teperature
before any measureiments were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The cu=rent power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multimetar was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PRD (db) - CPR (db) - IPR (db)

COMPUTOR 8S SOURCE BCXS
TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCXS

DIITAL VOLTMETER
POWER SUPPLYS

TEST SAPLES: #41
TEST RESULTS: TE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATD REQUIEMENTS.

1 SEE PAGE No..,,Ja"

I
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F

HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICESSTEST OATC S'ArM4" WE O AT C ~.T

VISUAL EM2HTO6-013-m. 4;-&Y-'.

RT No._TWBy____R.N

1 REQUIPE TS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
A ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable

documents.

I PROCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

* TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RESULTS: VhE 7'XT J4i1PCE P,, tr roe

I

S oning Devis
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST D OAT"E STARTED 0471 C AUIEI

3ASZ LM NSE TS IONT LOSS zeEa~irT )a m A

CS 190G! 4";1 ITIM R.N.

REQUIRENMET: Prepare a 20m Length of optical cable for each
test sample using appropriate preparation
techn.ques.

PROCEDURE: The baseline measurements were performed as
follows: The uncut cable and reference fibers
were installed on the transmitter for a series
of optical power measurements to establish the
initial power ratio for each fiber in the cable
to the reference fiber. These values form the
asis for all subsequent insertion loss readings.

After the characterization was c=pleted, the
cable was cut and a mating pair of connectors
were installed rejoining the original fibers.
A nw set of optical power ratios were taken to
determine the coupling loss for each fiber. The
insertion loss was the difference between the
current power ratio for a given fiber and the
power ratio obtained during the characterization
phase.

( Loss (db) Current power ratio (db) -

Initial power ratio (db)

TEST EQUIZPT: COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BOXS
DATA ACQUiSITION UNIT DETECTCR BCXS
DIGTAL VOLTAETER
POWUR SUPPLYS

TEST SA14PLZS: 495

TEST RESULTS& THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABCVT STATED REQUEMETS.
SEE PAGE No ._72B

" "-72 CD-1732
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
DAESTRE OT TUW

7INSERTION LOSS OATK COCAMN PLRAG

ART NO. TESTED "4Q TEIAP, P.N.

REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a lenqth of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objociive is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
pawer source. The tran.=ttter was allowed suf-
ficient time to wazm up to operatinq temperature
before ay measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical Multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal part of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the mnltimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PUD (db) - CPR (db) - XPR (db)
COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE 3CCS

TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISTON UNIT DETECTOR COCS
DITAL VOLTMETEN
POWER S. PPLYS

TEST SAMPLES: #

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUIEvEACNTS.
SEE PAGE No...j&4

1-  ,v i,. CD 173 2. _,
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HUGHES CONNECTING EVICES
FLEX -I-F- 3P E-I.IC--M !G I

,_ _ _ _ _ __o 1699_ 6.10
AR N.TESTtoeD '9 ITEMP N.MI.

REQUIREMENT: ith the test conectors setup per Fig. 1, the
connector shall be cycled per Paragraph 6.10.3
of CD1699. Monitoring CPR initially and period-
ically throughout the exposure. These measure-
ments shall not be considered a formal insertion
loss measurement, they should be for verifying
continuity only. A visual examination shall be
performed after each portion of the flex testing
is completed, paying particular attention to the
cable where it is protected by the connector
strain relief.

PROCEDURE: ith the test connector installed into a test
fixture per Fig. 1, the test connector was then
flexed per Fig. 2 for 1000 cycles. At the Com-
pletion of 1000 cycles the connector was rotated
900 and cycled 1000 times in this axis, after
which a visual examination was performed for evi-
dance of detexioration. The test connector and
test fixture were installed into a test chamber
at 700c (t20) for a period of at least 48 hours.
The chamber was then programmed to -550c (130)
for a period of 48 hours. At the conclusion of
the 48 hours and while the connector was still
exposed to -550c, the test connector was subjected
to 500 cycles of flex, at the completion of 500
cycles the test connector was rotated 900 and
subjected to 500 more cycles. CPR was monitored
throughout the complete flex life test.

COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE 8CXS
TEST EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTOR BCES

DIGITAL VOLTMETER FLEX TEST FDCTURE
POWER SUPPLYS TEMPERATURE CHAMBER

TEST SAPLES: We MICROPROCESSOR

TMEST RESULTS: *7-l~ 7,zr s.4, P(& Y r 71A 4 Ba'

I"I [B-74-32I,
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HUGHES CONNECTING VICES
TEST I 4 STARTED OAT! CE

V::sUAL F-XMINATI N PWE FIC TRWN PARG

&ART mO. 1"nrr I oo - A '/|I R.N.
T.TD By/ - ,.

REQUIREMENTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable
documents.

PROCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

T-.ST SAPLE.S: ,,."

TEST fl.SM.TS: #T- rai7 mltPrcA ear7 TA'z

(

I

I

I -- 7
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
DATE STARTED DATE CMrPLE

INSERTION LOSS ZKGrhFICAr 4  
.PRAI.

PART NO. TWO sR. E N.M.

REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on" an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient time to wazm up to operatinq temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
Part of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the multimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PRD (db) -CR (db) - IPR (db)
TEST COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE 8CCS

EQUIPMENT: DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTCR BDCS
DnlTAL VOLTMEE
POWER SUTPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES: #

TEST RESULTS: H TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STAE REQUREMENTS.
SEE PAGE No.=a

I
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES ._ _

TEST DATE STARTID OAT COMPLErTq

VISUAL MXM4NATION 3MIICTO P&"

I f P RT No. Tr.. 0 Bi " , 71 TIM M""

REQUIPENTS: When tested per the specification all test sam-
ples shall meet the requirements of the applicable
documents.

PROCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

I
TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RESULTS: 7 9 7tS r S,,0,*C. 7-d, 7g,

ONCOM bCI iff D veV es I. 1732 , _
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4 HUGHES, CONNECTING VICESSTEST OATI[ s'rART90 oaT1[ ccmtz

3ASE L M, INSERTION LOSS 3"- I,,AT)= PA".
, _ 2 1199 6.2.3.1

REQUIRIME T: Prepare a 20m length of optical cable for each
test sample using appropriate preparation
techniques.

PROC3DURE: The baseline measurements were performed as
5 follows: The uncut cable and reference fibers

were installed on the transmitter for a series
of optical power measurements to establish the
initial power ratio for each fiber in the cable
to the reference fiber. These values form the
basis fo all subsequent insertion loss readings.
Afte.r the charact.erization was complAeted, t.he

~~cable was cut: and a mat.inq pair of connectors

were installed rejoininq the original fibers.
A new set of optical power ratio* were taken to
detsermin the coupling loss for ealh fiber. The
insertion loss was th. difference between the
curent power ratio for a given fiber and the
power ratio obtained during the characterization
phase.

Loss (db) - Current power ratio (db) -

Initial power ratio (db)

TEST E QZPMEST: COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE BOXS
DATA ACQUISION UNIT DETECTOR BCKS
DIGITAL VOLTMETR
POWER STJPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:

TEST RESULTS: TE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REQUIREMENTS.
SEE PAGE No._2
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HUGHES CONNECTING * VICES
1TEST TOAT STARTEO OAT COMPE T

a - U -1 AI&-, 3 .T !NSERTION LOSS SPECIFICrTMN j .

#JART NO. TUI T> P R.

REQUIREMENT: The insertion loss of a mated pair of connec-
tors each assembled to a length of cable will
be measured on an individual optical channel
basis. The objective is 1.5 db.

PROCEDURE: The optical transmitter was connected to a dc
power source. The transmitter was allowed suf-
ficient tine to warm up to operating temperature
before any measurements were taken. The ref-
erence fiber was connected to the reference
port of the optical multimeter. The test fiber
was connected to the signal port of the multi-
meter. The current power ratio (cpr) indicated
by the =ltimeter was recorded. This process
was repeated for each of the test fibers in each
cable.

PRD (db) - CPR (db) - ZPR (db)
T COMPUTOR 85 SOURCE B3XS

DATA ACQUISITION UNIT DETECTCR BCxS
DIITAL VOLTMETER
POWER STPPLYS

TEST SAMLES:

TEST RESULTS: THE TEST SAMPLE MET THE ABOVE STATED REUIEMENTS.
SEE PAGE No.lez

I I

._cl.s, - _
COS ~CD- 1732.17 1
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HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICES
TEST OAT! STAXTEO OAT! CCUPU.TEC

ifTWIST 3PICNE.T4X~ *, 1 A:SA.
. CD1699 6.11

.JAMT No. TEM10TVP R.4

REQUI REVT: With test connector set up per Fig. 3 CPRa measurements shall be taken initially and
periodically throughout the cycling, with these
measurements taken only to verify optical con-
tinuity. At the conclusion of the 1000 twist
cycles the cable and cable retaining feature
shall be carefully examined for any damage or
deterioration.

PROCEDURE: With the test connector setup per Fig. 3, 1000
cycles of twist cycling was completed. The
connector and fiber cable were removed from the
test fixture and carefully examined for evidence
of damage or deterioration of the cable or con-
nector.
COMPUTOR 85 S01URCE BCSTEQUIPIT: DAT ACQUSITION UNIT DETECTOR BXS

DIGITAL VOLTMETER TWIST TEST FUCTURE
POWER S'UPPLYS

TEST SAMPLES:

(

TEST RESULTS: 7Mp TPL6 pe r TW 4@"

. Mi'=Comecflnq D:evices ,.--M --, m, I--I ..'. ......
04 D--73 JIp

a--4



HUGHES CONNECTING DEVICE.S
TE'ST DATESTARTED DATE CCLETU

IVISUAL EXAI1NATION MrCTO AG1- 1_404______-
- - ,L 1 .. I

I,
REQaIR- EMTS: when tested per the specification all test sam-

ples shall meet the requiements of the applicable
documents.

PROCEDURES: The connectors were visually inspected to meet
the requirements.

TEST SAM4PLES:

TEST RESULTS: 7'# 7Ar57 S4MPGP qtr 7-f

1i1L@K~-~nntflng Devices -- 61732
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* T-2
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*.:N- "i-L A. 4!- N! L'M:: r-:,G f' 2 '

a'.F s T. P -. F. --

3 S. 3 4

~ 1IN ~ 4 35 L~ : LQWEP

IIA4 'NK~G FISE Comt32 4K~ E.LTC -5 CONN,

;Q El ..-,)-'-.6

POcST 250 CYCIZ DUP.ABILTY-,
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O' '-.3A' -2,,.N; ~R0 5 .UmF;" R='C":u5.

* .N ' T0 "J QL T RG E .1. .' 36 " - ' Z m '.,'4 2:,3 ',O T G - ? E -3' -

.L.INK FIBER CON. :HN LltK FtiEp CONN.

- -" 25 -1 VI 57

. - .e .-. . - '.. -. _ -. .e -3...3e
4 -. az -. 0 "I '--I-

09 -1.00

. - i 2 $ - .'3 2 - i .2 ' 6 - ; .,-,; , ' ,. 3. .

: W FL-- r'4 ' 'L rG :
-. 2 10 .

,.UR.ETRECORCd: p C~P.ET RECORD-

NOM77OR VOLTGE ".'34E-e02 MONTOr 'JOL..GE -5 145E-407
'0.,ER PACTOR-?1. 7S4E-e'2 CprE . TOlR175.88oF-eez

. LINK FIBER CONN . LINK FIBER CO

-i.2- -. e -' -L. -.32 --1 2

04 - -. 34
S .4.0 75

POST 500 CYCLE DURABILTY
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k.ERAH CL0RwK FIBER~ CON i. L 1KEe CON

413. k aB o ) -:9) 413.2 (9)

12 43 11 ~
023 -1

3 O T& q. 3 - ' Z. I. -- .a
d31 -1.;1.

7ES37 FZE 06: 25:4;Z.: 13: 42 :-r-4ME 0-ti: V eZal.6

"Ohi~TOR 'OTAGE +!A'371E-aG2d MOHIONLTR ! OLhiPGE -5. :T:E-03
QOhIER =ATOR19.316E ~ez POWiER FCOR7.64E-3;2

CHNP. LINK FZE "ON C LINK FIBER CON

1.1 .2 -1 .22 la - - 1
-1. 51 .Z -143- , -. ; 49

6 -1.44 +A034 -1 441-.2 -1 -. 7

?CST 7Sa CYCLE DUMAB=I
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-.-.- - S - - a PI 
E.-I,,

BEP ;:0 FSE CONN.
'-I,

H + ,"N .K .I" i-: ONN, A: '-N. L",: .K FI E. CONN .

*.;t.iI, -, .
- -1A " + . : .+ . ..: .4,-
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~a. PCST 300 CYCES *

- -'4l.; -.0s -0

hAN .F e EP C~ft4 ?ST 350 CYCLES
ski:. . ,

-, s.6

LNK ='EE CN N. ?CST 400 CYCLES
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" .- . k ' . ,= 
:

-" 4 ?CST 450 CYClES

- . -' - ;,- I.2

-7 L3

POW,,ER CO0R,7 . ",*3-2

I. ,NB'. ;. ,B T > , S CYCLS

.:. : - 1 2, - ; -

(,. . 1j .$ .3

- -1.~ ,,''a-' -: -3

- -. - : -:

3 -i3

- !';..'.-...:
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Z 340 132~c -2 l.
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P LU
,~s

1Ce- .q POST 600 CYC=-S

7; -:I , Z i '52

POWE~rR FACO- 7 I-6E-0

-,.,:9) "'.18) POST 650 CY~clS

- 079

42 3
*3

SAMPL.E NO,
r7E T: E 0 IZ, .l:

MrOkZ,0R ,,LTiRGF- .tL)E--'ce^
ER g CTO- ?7POST 700 CYCLZS
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. -E~~:M"":"E oi 2 "- : '3 "--Q

S --- -' : ?CST 750 CYCLES

4- -1 Z c: _-

S -L .17

71e
- . -' -L - -, ..

SAMPLE No

:UR.RE T ORD '

nO'MITORP VO3LTAGI.E - ILE-002

PO'4 '. CT AM" '.. £- N POST"8I0 CYCLS

Nil ,as- ) -., %)

I- -1 17
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POS 90 -Y= S

~1*P4. It- L7

-QPN RE'R6 -

~fP. ~ ZS~PPOST 900 cycLZ

-,f,

4 7 . 0P

:~?CST4 1000 'YZZ

(-97 iicA7m
*N Ki ME
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ISO A ..~

-. 4 ~ POST 300 CYCLES

::R=H REOR-

=,O IO 'JL* G - la 5 -i33

iN -IK-.E C~

'Hf. IN POST 353 CYCLES

-.G~ -25

"'S TIME 06'24:1Z:74:37

'J RREH7 RECORDS

P'OWERF; C70Wu41 ZZS40_ POST 400 CYCLZS

- ~ 1 w
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CHN. LIK25ER N ?CST 500CYC=Z

!5- 0 -i .67
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~.32
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I :-4AN. L .INKl

.7 -. L -_.. POST 650 CYCLES
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S TIME ei; • :.,

MO"O VOL;,E -107-i-

=',',,F..: --A TQ. 1: 9,E-ee-"
*is

II

1.1 ,~POST 750CYCLZS

4 4r4 -F E ---

-I , TIE -.:25:4 : 2-71":"3.= ?! .E62:T z.

_Uk'teN7 RECOD- i
-MONiOR VOL7AGE -t.06:E-a0Z
POWiR FAC7 O-u9 S7"3E-0 -.

CH.A. LINK FIBER COiNN.

POST 80 CYCIAS
S -i iz -.a. -1.3e

4 -. 07 -1.14

0L-5 -1.0s

5 R MP L NO -

7EST TiIM'E 0;:25:08:0:43

I CURRENT RECORD- 6MON-10i V.OLTAGE -1.06:?E-002
POIER FFCTOR-0. 3E-00Z

H ',l" H- LINK FIBER COHN
NO. ,,9) POST 850 CYCIIS

-.00
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S-I- . - i

..- :..o-
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APPENDIX C
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ATTA\CHMENT 3 A cz

Ifiber cable assembl.ies and bi±lkhmad receptacles !zr use I= uc:±call -. a
Dle-A 1fu..:1pluz (".M) c-±caciou systems for discancas rangizz f-.Zm
One :a eight kiloatas without raptars. Cperzc'±oii b2±e a: selaccaii

vivlanchsfrom 6000 :o 10600 Angstroms !or bott aalag and daca crans-
4issg viuch data ratas :o 20 zagabits par sni:znd per kiloacar. Each cable.
asse..L7 -w- "I consilst of a onm-4c±±owmecar laingth Of cabia ' -..- 'L-Aad ac eachi
endwi-" a he aphrzdi:!±o co-=actzr (I'danzical~ cz~ector3 MACe wt±h eachx
aI e-e). Mh z aclzg !acss of the cznmectors msc be Optical zd Lm-

- OP1= -a~Lo~ .s:$ and czcsscalk :o ;,rov de aef!f.cian czaZ- Of U; 0 ih
assemb 4 -s in :andam. The --able assambi14es =at be r.ugad :z e.t:hsta~d a

ide rag of eav±: izzaca and mechanicalI wpasuzus -.7-Lcal f:co1

2.1 The fol-low-Ins dec=ancs of the Issue I= eiffac: on data of o±-
V- !or bid form a part of -±as. c±f-a:ou

caL734 )/

=-1-3930 Zasu agd jack:± i C.mpoud s V±actL7

.~~C.-O-L0COo abl, Car, ad ao±ad ss

IX--3 ~ l s~b7 ;61-
CALU0 )/ candCbAAsm1 "Pa

I-103( /
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L-P-390 M~s±,oldz'$ atarla±-, 20lyechyleme, ..av

L-P-389 Fluortzatad 7-±zyjane ?-:aavilane, Florocarbon,
Moldi.ng and Extr4sion M I:.as

-.L-P-403 Polyta:rafluorecbylans and Fluorocarbon
P lastiz, I~lcl!X and Ux:rusion Mlateal s

L-P-394 Plastic moldiag Materi.al C~raylan*, ?1asia,~I Zjecti±a and Xx--u4iou)

* Seand-rds:

* ~ W ~ .ST-ZC2 Test Mechods !ar tMac--mrlc and .ca
Compounn ?a.-s

j '=-STD-46 inimeacs fr a: lczrani: ?art:s, Tubes., and
Solid $CA:* Devicas

I,- -4lEecrocagmactc Zaraanca he_ zricc
laqu-:4-ments far £.qui;uenz

* ~ -S~8l0!nvTo-rUMUZA al et~ehods

~3. eachnical Oblect±ves:

j 3.1. 3ckround:

An optical fib~er coummaications cabl& h~as been developed ander
:ouc-act DAA307-73--C-034a wizh Caomn-g G;lass 1o:rs. The cable, which isI 2.I being marketed by Carmngnde z he -.. d4 nam. Cruide, h~as a:-

canuaionunmder 20 d3/1= a: discrete wavelengths i= the :eg-lam of 6,000 ro

1.0,600 Anz==s. Zz represents a siga±ftcant Li:::z step 4-z %he 4e'elapm c
!3f !iber optic cables which have been optimized !a-. "ac:cal fta.ld appliza-
tions. Howve, the cabla is not sa:±Isfactor7 fa: daca =asmissiom a:

2O Mb/sec over S-kIlamu.ezar -,, li-ks without repeaers:. The cable izco%"por- --

f aces fibeus wi4-:h a step index prof ile which causes unacceptable pulse
bmoaden'Ing a: the prescribed data rates and transmission distmnce. Further-
=me, the accauaueo is coo h±i to perml: acceptable :rzsm~tsion over

8ta-I~amaer Link. ": is an objective of --his procurement -:o devo-Loo an
Am Cal !I. Lber cable wi:h; graded index profile ftbers and attenuation _10w

enough to saisf,7 "1 Latended rsxa' s requirements. Slzce. this p"rams
will1. culminate in :Is de.LIveerv of cable assemblies, connectors e-- be :*e-

tuired far ca-rinsc:±om of :he cab-& a: both ends. Consequenly. another
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1: thd p* uSe is t.o develop a -igged-17 :,ev:one-
* ler-aphrlodi:ic _,ne:ze cc be used !or :his 4rjosa. The !iza..

J~ ti :s ?rco-emenc Is todevelop a bulkhead :%capt.ac-s !or uis;

equ~pment and she.l:ars.Iec::1.7es:
The obj ect:vea -e11~l be d±irectad czwwrd ac- am"'L thie op C"mui cable

4. 4 ccsiscanc wi:h2 the 7:ctram objectiv~es. The0 cable
4..be comud...sed of a sixz element !iber aptia cable car="±nmcsd

.=able =±:1±czaact czwwc-.crs. The ;:rz- wil be conduczed ia
M asnai7 a Cable ?ha~o and a CoaAcor/Cabla Assemoli ?!hase.

.. Cable ~as The apip~ach !or achilavin the optc±- cable desigm
-rluda, bt mcc micesesari. be 1L±-d:ad to che !zolwa:

,J-Itz-Ig1act of cars and dovnc zaese-Als, processes, and
zes ',or fabriaac _=% m1l:iLoda, graded-iabei ftber3 vlltb zp±~cal and
I Jgoextiss zzimsistent, with :lhe program c-bJen±Ives.

.1. 2 :zestigati of macargiAIS, aroc-anen, and cbumouegs !;3r
cazzand grzu;p.ng of f.':ber. The shu i;aa.. contain six~

lrs ia2.:±ng f!,: :ha invesciga:±am of 3....Other Man-
eaemmucs say be4 i roz~e the grup~ !or £±.l.l!±a or !orm

in. C.2sidrae±on 3ha-7l be ;r.ien to cha !ac: chat i~d-1.v4dual . fIbers
* 5:ssibla at ec end of the cable !zr tarmization Lawo conneoazzrs

adiz 3. 2.

3. 1tnwesiacln of sAlerju.ls, przimesses, and :ehaciqes fzor
.2 _-br rouig u:agn from :ha ecga~o of 3.Z.1.2. The

coues:sta of przcac:±Ve =crYLAyers over the fiber grou,;4z;
Lj tens.le srna reief and Jackaeo±; shall 'as off =!a!.= size
I~ ccust.scanc *e-:-4 przvtdi±S the raocessax- ;hysical and -envi::=nzAJ.

Unwideacin st be Sivem zz ".he !,ac: Chat 1=divi4ual azical

hav zz beaccessible ac each end of the cable*. camaii
zz:~ve Layers, lactake.Ag *cc.) mst be :umavable wl'1.out adverse *14fec:

of -a' and zactan-±cal. przpe ena of tOhe ftbars.

21.1.4 In',sc±iatlan of =car±.Ala, processes, and de± -4ea-±Z.. :I-

- t.Lacnuu of . iabreac level o . ucler and elstcamsec
haz.nass of skich tactizal coammiacions syitams art-capabla

Cable OsZi lb',:vs The doca±la' of Co. consr-cz±on of
j yi-icnk zpcxa' !Ibei cocmin can cable ars undaca=-1.zeG at :' s

Size, *j4h0, saels, and destg~m be auctiz..ed :%=e Oct

J :nual era.luac-lon d~a~ a ellineaed ta Sec:±an 3.2.2 of :,hese
CtIL ines.- gavever, for :ha purposeo if przvw.i_;V.-e..es

Z %hbave Cho caucact.ie desi4= and zecforoancs ob.-ec:tVes for :ha cablea.

HI C-4



The use of meta c :eSg:.h members in :he cable C...s- rc:.3n is =ndesirable.

All .ber .angSh used in :he cable shall have been ;roof-cesced to a
I s:imm :ens±.le s::en4:h of 30,000 psi.

3.2.3 Cable Evalua on: The folloving cri:eria shall be used as a
g ide for eva..a:±s$ :e perormanca and escabl.sh1-n :he opc - cha:acter-

• isc-cs and perfo.--anca ?equi:MM4nCS of the optica1 -iber cable. The evalua-
C1.ou need. not be llimd c= she tes:s speci-fzd hereim j.ess ot.hardseI rxpe" ad"

3.Z.3.1 T.ransmssion:

3.Z.3.1.1 Axanua:iou: The a:enuacon per "±.=me:er of cabln shal.
be as indicated i= Table Z wben =usured a: selaeced avaeleaezhihsa she
region !r-m 6,000 Angstroms o 10,600 Angs=-s. A -,',,4- of shzet and a
iO f six pcs sha".' be selacced. One pcizc shall be 8,200 Angsromm.
The :cmlx% =g pc+is=3 shai.' bit mucuail-2 seiaccad b? the CCUracr and :he
CmL.

3.2.3.1.2 Data Transmsson: A one (1) kcUmecar Iegvh of cable
shl be capable of :n~:ma zulse hay!=%t he chractar.stics I-

di zacad in Table Z.

3.2.3.1.3 Numerical' A.mer'.-re:. T"e numerical aperture shall be as is-
di t dl in Table '6 wam ea.surnd on a ae (1) kic.cl.eater n=., of cabl,.

3.2.3.2 echanica.l and Snvir*encal Tests: These :ests are cc be
ccuduc.ad aft:er the Transmission Tests of Pa. 3.Z.3.1, he.rein. A :er each
of :vhse tests (or casc z-oups acceptable to the gover-nenc), che cable is
to be Inspected !or i:nd--rdual. fiber breakage, cabling damage under 5 xI iag...ac±in, and az:anuacion per Par. 3.2.3.1.1. The objective is to
fiber breakage or ocher visible degradatiou of the cable. n

scasa. n~za~'fl sall o: eceed5.0 3/1 aer mechanical and envi-'--u

I 3.2.3.2.1 Tensile'Load: The cable shall be subjecced c: :he scacix
.anxsle for=o izdi.aAed 4.A Table -. appllad azi a17, for a period of one

u(1) e=nute, alt~ar whi~ch the attenuation shall be measured. -.he s.c4
load shall chmn be reapplied and she optclL ou: level shall be m:orid
far a period of 48 hours o dacar--mze the effects of couci=n d .:.an.i ..

*load!ing.

3.Z.3.2.Z .ftchanmcal Tescs: per Par. 4.5.4.1 of Spec±ficac"on L-4-377
wih the .ol..= ecpc-ous:

a. A ams shall be provided for mumsoringn of optical s=u: r7 of
the ftbers ,haa elac:-ica. n =u--=7 of conduc:ors is n-dizacad in- ,he

Nas: procedures.

b. All mandrel :ess are so be conduc:ed .- :!% a mfl and:a1..1

3-4
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Ia c. SQ±:abla &La.:.:eaci-rs :z c he a pequlc tovm lz ?Ijues 2, 4,
ad5 of .4Z-C-L3777 1 be cz..sildered.

~d. The Mumliner of Bend and 77-s cycl* -hi'm ! ~.which c.he cable 4.z
caabl.e of vi:hiszazdi..a shaL.be determined.

e . The Ian:d 't-a n ua~ f~2h i A b abie 1-5
Sgcabla of v±.:hscand4± sh"l. be dacgrzinod. The be:v 4~

I3.2.3.2.3 7±bracizu per Maehod 514.2, ?-?zadurs 71=Z' of =1 -S-M-alO.

3.2.3.2.4 re.~erac'.a Sback per Xaehcd 503.1, ??.zcadura Z of WZ-S-

i 3..3..5 t~4± er Method 507.1, ?Tucedura IT- of I=-.-S-810.

* 3.2.3.2.6 ?=gus per Method 508 of =" -S=-410. :he cesc sha11. no be
con~daed qallld =.Less cht cn-cOlS per Paragraphs 3.1.2 and 2. 1. 4 at
Mechod 50S show not lass han profuse j.rch~ over R'.o: e ~ area alfter zhe
14pb and 2Sch da-7 or cast. Z-aa-h as ch-4 iia a Past of :hie mazart.l~A and
!abrilcaclan Processes and ceraln claig aencs are =avn Cc Laki-bi-:h~e

, S--zr-'%at fun~.an, the cabla sipecizan sha-1-1. not be claaned pi-o: .= cast.
'fe:as=, ch1era shaLL be no vtible Zgowmh of Ifus on aanr suriC~ce ezcecap

sparse and c.zbera~l davelopisen: of -..U S ung~s spars, and no more V hJn- cw-

related miauae cozlnl.es.

3.2.3.2.7 'qucl.*ar Squ-±vabillc7: 7esc and/or analysis of zhe cab!&
desg sha.U~ be =ad& :o decermlas che degs of hardness of ch* zabla In
the presence of :-uc.ax :adla±on. Lavali. tz r1he range of 103 to 0
rcencien (Coba.].: 60 and 1012 ra 1014 aeins/m 2 (U 'MV equi-valen:m) are
of par .tiar a aeres: and should be Lzc-Lided, !a :he- Fae:~~±n or

::2lm upa s, P:!asa doses shell be de.±v-ered :z c'.a cables W4z:hl a
.1= 4- icar7a!. which -i sharz cuparad ca :.hs cme -- er-val, (10 secznds)
due-ag whichi -,!% cbla Ls perzi:zad cc be iLacparabla follOWing c!: L-Zrad-
cian Acm*44- doss lavelis and durations of app4.ca:±lon $all..] he deta-i-ed
wizh apprzoval, of ±ihe SavrenMC.

1 3.2.4 Conncar /Cable Assenhlv P'.ase: The major et!oro. ia :b±s Pha
U v-Ul be d±:eazd c.awa:4 P-e design, facr,,.ac±tzn, and- csluacion of cbL---
coemecors (plugs), bulkha race'ptac.Les, and cab Ia assesibl-ies, custst'-: -- --Iof the paded isdex cables from the cable phase :*er--acd wirt haz plug;s
dP ~±ped -44~e chfs phase.

3.2.4.1 ?lux Usz C:b~ec:ves: The maor affof-d2Z be-d±:eczad -

Itzw~d aclaw'ii.; a connc:::C dee±gn w- z4_11]. Ptovin a ?4ggad,
su"..m:-rstscanc z.a swclan 'or oaprl- !4ber cable. Te ~raa o

.haein ccs oc~ " aeccor d4as±A shAI '-c ds, but Mac be4 1 n:ad: c*,*

5 he5
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! 3.2.4-- F.i.eld Rea±.: The ob ec:.'e is a n-c:or design which is
capable of assebl.y 2 the cable by :ra.nd ac.n. .ans !.= a depo or uobile

. -spai: van. The des.g= sha .l act :e u±e :he use 41 =o4d-g or: po-.g
tec iques for acc=opmlsh-4-S the asseMb17. :-....-.--"..., ". -,

._,..._ The i-'est.a±.ion wi..l 7rov.de the bas.s for a
Jac.s~oi as to which des.F ". be salected !or the .zal. models. A4z-?d-
-n;ly, such factors as comparative costs, complexity, -I-.Ab-lit7, ease of

asambly, and pr-ormance co.sis:en: 'i.:h the tacbc Ia" evauuat=ou c=naei-a
of paras;eapc 3.3 herein =ust be constdared.

3.Z.4.1.2 Cable ?reoara: on: .e.ahods and :achnues !or p:raparacou
S h dsor proper assembly vi.:h the onnec.tor shall be estalished

%sb.. shl- zcud4 daa.ls as ro Coals, process", so'-ventsz, and st-.pp:Ln

d=eaiLaus !zr removal of jaJL .cIg, encapsulan s, and f--ber coatings.
I P area-zti= of optcal fiber ends to proide the mst effient O tical s3u=-

fae sha-11 a!=o be addressed.

3.2.4.1.3 Cable Str z Ule'f: The 'tcouncor design shall include a
su.-laabla cb!* sw=a. relief. .ha optIca.4 fibers vtch. are cou-.aad -v.:h=
Che confizes of the connector housing must be iscla:ad !m-= dirac: tensi!e
end beonding forzes which are ap 4*d co tho cab!& extend'ing beyand the cc-
ftot eczzr. Furthernore, the sCrain relief mus a.so provide
resistance to cable pul-out or dana;e -uhez subjected :o the cable recanenon,
-lax-L'4e, ad twistig casts of parag:aphs 3.Z.5.Z.7, 3.-.5.Z-8, and| 3.2.Z.9 h,,rei..

3.2.4.1.4 Mating Charac-er.stics: The za:izg faces of the connac-or
5 sha"! be opcical vl.h iimal crsszalk between adjacen: optical ahs and
. oupling loss between connectors. The opecail =a:ing faces must be suitably

proteczed to prevent permanent degradatIon of light :tanstfer between mating
conneccors as a resul: of repeated maclg s and un=aciags, and exposure to
amistu-e, water i= rsIon, dirt, dust, sand. sal: spray, and temperature

exr'emes. The matins surtfacs shal- be easily accessible for clean n v':h
water, dry cloth, or small brush. The connec:or mating !ace and pos.:.ve
lockIng.-coupli= dsevca shall be c=mulecealy herahrod.:z±c to peorz: tar-
-. Ia-iu of both ends of the cable w.t:h identical connectors. The coupl,'n
de'ce shall be ftee turning with respect to the co=ector sn".

3.2.4.1 3utkhead captac- Design Ob ec-.±ves.z.. The bulkhead receptacle

shall 'tinclude, but acc be l=:ad to, the folla.vg: cast..daral : .... .- -.

3.2.4.2.1 Macing Characteristics: The mati.g =baac:st.cs-shal be
eUasonti.LI.L17 the same as cited for the plugs in paragraph 3.2.4 1.4 herein.
Reaver, :ha device for coupling :oplugs sha-1l aot be !rae :==Igy
res;ect the conneCzOr shal". .
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3.2.4.2.Z Mountir - he -acapcacla shall have b5ulk-ehead, 0-hole~ :*yPp
mounrizg .4-zh jamn-uc .... ads and 2anal± so&.!. ?"vYtSLOI1 sal.1 a beade *c-

ijz~wdc_--Z anels uip to .0064 eacar cchllcc.

ab~e o~±aJ ?~es: ec~ozr shall ootan pro-
.. sonfo :~ovJ.r:onof hudtda.bt~ arcd opct.cal.f.br at

za :r at othe connec.:o. . -- dua1. removable hzibers shall be held
l tc e r n~. nadcp being re..aasod for removal

an requized. T±s -a i.s :aqutized to ;rowida cou. g t.o 1.ahc
m13Zas and dacac: S

K 3.Z.3 'Cnector Eyal gacon: The fllowvi.; cri:eria shall -be ~~iLa
ri ±de !or evaluac±.-g cte portama and astablihi.m. tke cpei= mumcar

c~sadper armamcs a qlzirsmen of th-. coimeacas 7OS. he eval1uation needi
moc be 14.m±:ed to the cascs spec±.f-1ad herein. Unless Oth~er spaci!fIed, the

I~cspenineon shall cons±.sc of a camnector assembled to a cable. The lenich
,cable shall be :ta 2m± lon=! raqu;Lad !o all mr='easurement of th~e

aoczaJ ~rprr-s (;azzraph 3.Z.3.1) and -z enable analy7s±s Of the ffeCZS
j! c'%&nechnizl an =7ra azzcsts (parap;h 3.2.3.2) or. the apcIcal

v-prtI s 7h4at:%za:Lz o :adI--dal!-'brsof :.e cables shal be no
Sreacar than 5 dB/1c. Oacailad :asc eactods lacJladizS cht cabl la .ngths and

i 4- ~ate ssuaemnc shal be provrided cz C~h = for appr-val prl.or
rb. scar- of the Cchn-4cal evalua:±on.

3.Z.5.1 caetcal Tasts:
3.2.3.1.1 Czullat L~oss,

3 3..5.1 1.3. E -.The co sloss of mated PA±:rs of PIMArs, "eCh
...4emb1.ad :z a Lang:: of cable, shall be dacar=±ned on an izd-'vidual Opti.cal

cha~l.:aCha=ftl bAS:LJ. 7he CbjeC:±ve7 '13s 1A a3.

1 351..2 3ulkhead ~ op lg oss of a za:ad pAi:
of~~~~~~~~~~~~ coe~r o~±s~;o asma-c~Ln: f cable anda)1khaa :ocaptacla -!5 . imUvab1. gtbers seda.4 crod n .2..)

~"be deaa= on, an i-d-47idual cpicsl ctael to czammel basis. -The
objeczive t9 1.5 dZ.

1 3..3.1.2 C.-ossralk: 6*1ax-ind and far--tnd cosscall;L '-= ad'JacenP:!c~-
caL ch-el1 of a uaced pair of counaczzrs, graparad as. sneciLliad, iz 3.Z.3. 1. 1
bars!=, shall be decr-ntwd. The objective 1s 1.00 d.! doun ftom :te sga

jvI aerzed != CUe ezC±±=G ChAelA..

3.2.5.1 Machanical and ".'..wn aescz: .heSe.-cASc= are C* be4 con-
ctad att~ar cmmpiacg the Op,_ :eascs of paragaph' 3-. Z. 5. speciie
raia~. Unlass zccierits scited, alzar "c.42 of cties. :ascs Car cat Ircups

accapeable ,z :te C) , :t cast specisen is cz be Laspac:ed .indar SX zag-
on !.- ;h ic deaeszoriclan as Lan4±cacad !or each tasc, and .to

tical :asts of paragpi 3.2.3.1. The ob!4CttGS ars mo 24rninen: depicta-
am. of the ph7sical and opc-Ical prvpertlas of zte cast spec±.can.

c-a
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3.2.5.Z.1 Roca:n: (.?l1;s) - The :orque, =e tred -44-:.h a :orque

vi-nch, required :o cata te cup!-:& nu sha-1 :.- exceed 0.864 kg-cm.I
3.2.5.2.2 .yatn DurabilL_'r: Plug specimens sha- be subjec.ad :o 1000

coumpale cycl s of Ma:±':g and ima:iag. One cycle shall consis: of c=-

1914ta engagement and disengagement of connec::rs. Lbricacton of coupl±:g
devices ts not perm::ted. Cpc.l-al contL4u1.47 shall loe =oni:ored throughou:
th c"-f. At he. cz:laclon of :he 1000 cyclas, :he connector macI..g
surfacas may be cleaned 'as iLadca:ad in paragraph 3.2.4.1.4 herein. ca-
plance of :he specimens v.:h objectives of paragraphs 3.2.5.1 and 3.2.5.2.1
shau be decermined.

I 3.2.5.2.3 Sal.: Sorzv" U=a:ad plug specimens shall be subjecied a "the -

Sal: Spray Test of M.L-S-Z! Z2, .od 101, Cond-:-on B. The co ec:o:s
sha- show no evidence of corrosion, shall be capable of a--g, and coupl-

lance "i.h'chi objec:ves of parag-aphs 3.2.5.1 and 3.2.5.2.1 heraela shall be
dacamled.

S 3.2.3.2.4 Lzer son: .a:ad and usa:ed plug specimes shall be iersed

in a tank of wa:e :o a depth sufflien: to cover the cable encry end.
D, a± shall be forced :hough the specimens a: a pressurh eq alnt ::

.1a 1.83 mace head of water -ct 24 hours. Opical cn:±:nu :7 shall be nmoin±:ed
on the macad specimens : .- ughou: the test. There shall be no evidence of
air bubbles :hrougout :he :as:. Compliance of :he acad specl-on wri:h the

jobjectyves of paragraph 3.2.3.1 shall be determined. The mac:.ng surfacas
of the unmacd speci-ens shal" be dried chcroughl7 and then ccU. anea v"th
the objactiv, of paragra h 3.Z.5.1 herein, shall be datm.=.ed. _

I 3.2.3.Z.5 Shock Drzv: ?lug specinmens shal-. be dropped a: random six
times acad f.r.m a height of 3.C! mecars onco a .051 mecar thick fi: wood
slab backed by concTace. The connectcors shall. be vtsually examined and the

Imacd connec:ors :Ightened afa.-r each drop. .he objaci:ves are no loose
parzs, mating capabi'!c7, mo loss of optical cocinu-:y through mated pairs,-
and comliance vith the objec:ives of paragraph 3.2.5.Z.1 herein.

3.2.5.2.6 Sand and Dust: ?lug and bulkhead receptacle specimens sha.1"
be subJect d, =acd, co he Sand and Dust rast of %t-.-STD-202, 4ehod 110,
Tes: C.and4i-ao 3. There shall be no physical impai-man: of the specimen..
and compliance with the objectives of paragraphs 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.5.2.1 herein
shal be detazined.

I.3.2.5.2.7 Cable Retmntion: The plug specimen*.shall be-subj~etad to-a-..--
scaI4 tensile load of 181.44 k4 for one minute applied to Che cable a:
Iasc .153 macar3 behind the back end of the plus. The !oad sa..2-be .l4...
in such a manner as co prevent cable damage iz the:vi=c-ni= of app aia.
of :he load. The objec:"±ve i.s no physical, damage an& com liance with- :he
objecIves of parag--aph 3.2.3.! harain shall be detarmined.

C-9
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.2.5.Z.S Lt'-: The ;L~ug Specizans shall I stubectad cc wthe
abei Of cont;Laucus '.- .4 vclas specilf!:ad belowt for :0ocm :aeperacura and
w 1 z~aracur-a. ',"% connector shaL7. be ,Oascanad securaI7e~ and -.he cable
.d ..auac La :he niaucral axis. OCiicmPoece !Iax cycle shA.U. be 90'a f'Ltx

tecable about Che neuvral axis. Occal catnic"I' shall' be zcni:orad
Mo !2101C :hS, test. The Qbj4C:_±.VGs are no damage or loss of Optical.

'42.5za1 lacm Teeratrars: Thes ;l~ug spec~.mer= shall be flexed *ar
30 '7cLa ac a CameraZ'=:e of 231 t 00C. Flax-4as shal.1 be in ?,jo
anss, each smacua.U per7and±Icula: cc each other anid to the face of he
2ntszzr. Tae line of intarseczion Of the zjc plants shall1 ;Ass ch-ough
a c zrar of the conector. Sa±.f the number of !lamas shall1 be i oe--
mne and ha-'-' iz the. other pi=..ae

*2.5.2.8. Z Low uumera.u:e: Th M1.1 lugsen SIOAS hall ffirs: be aged-
a c:nLa:ngair o'e-n Mo a of 4a hours at 7 0 t TOC. The
e~asshall. chan be czcd±L.ue -o is~o 8 hours ac 55 4

.2Ut ac~ached :2 :hs flax i_1f a cescar. .Twexisg Shall than be ccuduccec as
La 3.2.5.2.. excalpt chac cha ccazl ==mber Of flex c7cl1.s shall

1000 (IC0 in each plaae).

Z.5.2.9 ~Tvst: !Iacad plag speiz±mecs shal-I be :.ascad, holdS;- cha
~ne~os at-onary, and &--_;;14 the cabla of ones SvecjneU .1.53 Mecers

bhI. !.:s c*ctor Iz such a anrier as acc tz 'a* damaging cc c:he cable.
4 .. a. sha-l :ban be sub.'ec:ad cc '6000 cwi1sc cycles. One cycle sihall11
:isis: of a 130c raisc 90C about the neutral axis). Optical cn:in=u4i,7
a4..# be zcn:red chr -ghcut :-44 cyc14=9. The *blec:±,va ars no phys~czal
cas ' cc the sPeci=e=~ nor 110$3 Of OTML42l cZ- dtiU!y as a :a8sul: Of h
SIC.

*2.6 Cable Assembly~ !valuation: Ccc kilazzcar Tong cable aSSernbllaS
a.l, be woum an rateIs and eva.luated La accocrdazae wt~:h the !ollavi-ag

W "cc: es:abl'!sh the oc±"m chazactariset.cs and perfoace *! chit
11.is - Tvo types of reels3 shau be taed. Cc. shaeLl be Utel MR-5 and

a -.;.her, a acn-meallS :**e, equir~a-nt iz size. '4h!.b Is capabls of--
zstand!ing the tvalascizn casts. P iinshal, him Made on boc.h rees

rI. t axIn; th cz et-==" in ;Lace. six sacs of cable assembjLies sha...
a' qleczad :z :he evaluation sasts. A sac shall1 cons-..sc of -.a* cable

&Mb.I~e, oe wound =n -cbs DR-5 and che Other wound oft-Uhc non-ecAllIc

a.lt Mbe sacs shall. be mumbered I. c!=n 6.
3.2-6.1 Assambl-7 -Thrzuxtuc Lass: (Sacs I t.r,= 51The .- aesilc~uh
'in* shall, be zaasurad ti.- I*y ia acco*rdanc* g-fz~i -f1. -on all -

be- t, and shall, not exceed, a dJ3*,.---

3.2.6.' Rizh Tmeracurs (3ec 1) - ?tr w6I---13 .'ftchod !01 . T,
zc- Lus~ The cmeracu4-- !or Step 7 shall bes 35CC (135O7) h
rci.*qbuc Lae sh&LZ = ssd in Staps 7 and 1.0. Steg 3 sha~l be
±::ed. -.he objectcl.ve Is no Laczease !,r=m :he in:±.alae casuiad LA

C-10



3.2.6.3 Low T- -a:'.cr (Se: 2) -Per .C-S-. L-, Me-hod 502.1.
Procedure 1: The ... ougcpu: -Ios3sha- be meazsured &.i~ar :he 24-hour sta-

oS Ic , 4 ad 5 s,.a. be
am: ed. The *bjec:ive is no i.crease !ram the a.u.. e easured in
3.2.6.1..

3.2.6.4 "zoeracure Shock (Set 2) - ?er .L-SM '-8O. Mechod 503.1:
nhe thoughput loss shxaJ2. be measured 1z Step 7. The objec:±1ve, :s no increase
IIa th.a.vala measu.red in3.61

3.2.6.3 Ru:d ..ry (Set 4) - Per L-STD-810., Mehod 507.1. Proced-.re 2:
Tha oughput Loss shall be measured in Steps 4 and 9. The C I= Stps
4, and 8 shall not apply. The objaec:±ve is n incrse .o- :ha v lue
maesuzed in 3.2.6.1.

3.1.6.4 Vibration: ?r wrl-S=-E0, Method 514.2 (Cable Assemblies ou
real-. No recept~acles.)

I 3.2.6.6.2. Secured Ca-.o (Set 5): Procedure . A-fter Complec-lon of
%he test c7cla, the p;. .s shall be mated :a the bul.Yhead recepcacles and
the throughpu: loss sh..L be maasureL. The objec:ive Ls no incrase f.o

I values mesurad in 3.Z.6.1.

3.2.6.6.2 .oose Car (Set 6): ?.ocedure X . AX . =-- emplet.1n of che
-caest cytle, the plug;s shall be ma:ed :a :-he bulkhead rucaptaclas and the
:hroughpu: loss shall be measured. The objective :Ls no 1=arease ftom
values measured in 3.2.6.1.

*
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1.0 SCOPE:

1.1 This is a detailed assembly procedure for the termination
of multifiber optical cable to-the-Hughes 6-channel bulk-
head receptacle connector. ... .

2.0 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:

2.1 213,585 - Fiber Optic Cable Assembly

2.2 213,784 - Fiber Optic Connector Socket Contact
2.3 213,785 - Fiber Optic Connector Pin Contact
2.4 FC 213,826 -Flw Chart - Assembly of Hughes Bulkhead C=,nector

2.5 213,58-7- ;e- Fhead Receptacle
3.0 EQUIPMENT:

3.1 Cable Preparation

3.1.1 VA 211,638 or equivalent - Scissors

3.1.2 6" Ruler with 0.1" graduations or equivalent

3.1.3 VA 211,596-X, Strippers

3.1.4 VA 211,586 or equivalent - Diamond Scriber

3.1.5 Felt Tip Marking Pen (Optional)

3.1.6 0-l", 0.0001" accuracy, Outside Micrometers

3.1.7 "O"-ring Installation Tool (Optional)

3.1.8 Adjustable Spanner Wrench (Face-type)

1 3.1.9 Adjustable Open End Wrench with <1" Capacity

3.1.10 X-Acto Knife andBlades (Optional)

3.1.11 Needle-point Tweezers

3.2 Contact Installation

j3.2.1 Needle Point Tweezers

3.2.2 0-100 gram Scale with 0.1:gram increments

CO0l IOINT NO. DRAWING NO. _ _--

35RT VJ 213,75
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3.2.3 Bell Jar Vacuum Chamber

3.2.4 Contact Epoxying Fixture with Heat Controller
(Hughes #I143690S or equivalent)

3.2.5 VA 211,606-2, 10 cc Disposable Syringe with ap-proximately 6" of VA 211,376 Tubing

3.2.6 Circular Fluorescent Lamp with approximately 3X

magnification window

3.2.7 VA 211,586 or equivalent, Diamond Scriber

3.3 Hand Lapping

3.3.1 6-Channel Adjustable Fiber Optic Contact Polishing
Tool (Hughes CDD *1143225-2S or equivalent)

3.3.2 Single-Channel Adjustable Fiber Optic Contact

Polishing Tool (Hughes CDD #10939928 or equivalent)

3.3.3 VA 211,586 or equivalent, Diamond Scriber

3.3.4 Polishing Discs and Tray (Hughes CDD 41127559S
or equivalent listed below)

3.3.4.1 3000-Grit, 6" Diameter Diamond Disc
(Crystalite *116 or equivalent)

3.3.4.2 6" Diameter Phenolic Polishing Lap

(Crystalite 0136 or equivalent)

3.3.4.3 Stainless Steel Tray

3.3.5 80X (approximate) Stereo Microscope with Illumina-
tor

3.3.6 Microscope Illuminator for backlighting fibers

I 3.3.7 Scrub Brush or Toothbrush

3.3.8 15OX (approximate) End Face Inspection Microscope

3.4 Automated Lapping and Polishing

4 coo.I CONuNT NORAWING NO.

A 13567 RT VJ 213,751l ... ,
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3.4.1 Strasbaugh Model 6Y-DC-2 Grinder/Polisher with
two 16" diameter Kemet Copper Solid Lapping Plates

3.4.2 Two 2-Stage Hyprez Minimiser Spray Units

3.4.3 Two Magnetic Stirrers

3.5 Final Assembly

3.5.1 475 Watt Heat Gun, Master or equivalent

3.5.2 Contact Insertion Tool (Hughes CDD 41143042-2S)

3.5.3 Alignment Sleeve Insertion/Removal Tool (Hughes
CDO *1!43895')

3.3.4 Contact Removal Tool (Hughes CDD *TMFl6RT006)

3.5.5 3/32" Hex Key

3.5.6 S/64" Hex Key

3.5.7 Backahell Wrench

.0 MATER:ALS:

4.1 Cable Preparation

4.1.1 Solvent (2-Propanol or Isopropyl Alcohol) in
plastic squeeze bottle

4.1.2 1/2" or 3/4" Wide Masking Tape

4.1.3 Disposable Paper Wipers

4.1.4 Single Edge Razor Blades

4.1.5 Solvent (Acetone) in plastic squeeze bottle
4.1.6 Cotton Swabs

4.2 Contact Installation

4.2.1 1/2" or 3/4" wide Masking Tape

4.2.2 Disposable Paper Wipers

4.2.3 Aluminum Weighing Pans

4.2.4 Flat Wooden Toothpicks

S IZ CODEl D0NT NO. DRAWING NO.

A 13567 RT VJ 213,751
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I
4.2.5 Cotton Swabs

1 4.2.6 Solvent (2-Propanol or Isopropyl Alcohol) in
plastic squeeze bottle

4.2.7 Solvent (Acetone) in plastic squeeze bottle

4.3 Hand Lapping and Polishing

4.3.1 VA 213,818-1, .3 Micron Alumina Disc, 6" diameter
3 mil Polyester back (if polishing method Il is
used)

4.3.2 Two 250 ml Beakers of Solvent (2-Propanol or
Isopropyl Alcohol)

4.3.3 Water in plastic squeeze bottle

4.3.4 Solvent (2-propanol or isopropyl alcohol) in a plastic squeeze
bottle

4.3.5 Four Baths of Clean Tap Water (2 for lapping;
2 for polishing)

4.3.6 Single-Edge Razor Blades

4.3.7 VA 214,782-1, 1 Micron Water Soluble Diamond
Compound (if polishing method I is used)~4

4.3.8 Disposable Paper Wipers

4.3.9 VA 214,807, Water Soluble Lubricant (if polishing
method I is used)

4.3.10 Atomizer/Sprayer (if polishing method I is used)

4.4 Automated Lapping and Polishing

4.4.1 VA 213,819-1, 1/2 Micron, Standard Concentration,
S-841 Grade Diamond Slurry

4.4.2 VA 213,819-4, 9 Micron, Standard Concentration,

S-841 Grade Diamond Slurry

4.4.3 VA 214,779, Aquasol #1 Cleaning Solution Concentrate

4.4.4 VA 214,807, Water Soluble Lubricant

.41SIZE CODE WENT NO, DRIAWING NO.

IlA 13567 It1 VJ 213,751___
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I
4.5 Final Assembly

4.5.1 Solvent (2-Propanol or Isopropyl alcohol) in
plastic squeeze bottle

4.5.2 Disposable Paper Wipers

4.5.3 Aerosol "Dust Remover"

5.0 PROCEDURE:

5.1 Coating of Marking

5.1.1 Using a paper wiper dampened with solvent (2-
Propanol or isopropyl alcohol), clean the marking
area of the connector housing and the dust cover.

5.1.2 Using a cotton swab, coat the marking on the dust
cover and connector housing with fungus/moisture
resistant varnish.

5.1.3 Allow tlhe varnish to air dry for at least 12 hours
before handling.

5.1.4 Wrap the dust cover and the outside of the con-
nector housing with foam packing material to pro-
tect the finish from damage due to handling.

5.2 Removal of the outer cable jacket

NOTE: Refer to the cable specification drawing for a
cross-sectional view of the cable.

5.2.1 Using a paper wiper dampened with solvent (2-
Propanol or Isopropyl alcohol), clean the last meter
of cable at the end to be terminated.

5.2.2 Refer to the cable assembly drawing for the prapvr.
orientation of the cable markers. Slide the cable

,I markers over the cable to a point where they will
not interfere with the termination process.

NOTE: Do not adhere (or shrink) the cable
markers to the cable at this time.

5.2.3 Slide the connector housing, notched end first,
over the cable.

SIZ CO0l I1NO. O4RAWING 140.

A 13567: RT VJ 213,751
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5.2.4 Slide the piece of bend limiter shrink tubing and
the inner sleeve, knurled end first, onto the cable.

5.2.5 Bend the cable around your fingers at least six
inches from the cable end as shown in figure 5.2-1.
Using an X-Acto knife or razor blade, carefully
make a cut around the circumference of the cable
outer jacket at the bend with single strokes. The
cut should be deep enough to expose the yellow
Kevlar strength members, but not damage them.
Gently pull the outer jacket off and discard it.

5.2.6 Visually inspect the Kevlar strength member where
the outer jacket was cut to ensure it has not been
damaged. If the Kevlar has been damaged, check
with engineering for next operation.

5.2.7 The strength member can now be taped back with
masking tape along the cable outer jacket, reduc-
ing the possibility of it becoming damaged.

5.3 Removal of the cable inner jacket

NOTE: This process may be performed using either of two
methods. The method described in steps 5.3.1 thru
5.3.2 is preferred by most individuals

METHOD I

5.3.1 Starting at the exposed end of the cable, insert a
razor blade or the blade of an X-Acto knife under
the inner jacket. With the sharp edge of the blade,
carefully slit the inner jacket approximately 1" up
the length of the cable.

CAUTION: Be careful not to nick the jacketed

fibers.

Grasping the free jacket end just cut, null .the!7
jacket back parallel to the cable axis and away--. /
from the cable end. Using masking tape, tape the
jacket fibers to a tabletop so the cable to be
stripped extends from the tabletop. Refer to figure
5.3-1. When done correctly, the jacket will fold
back over itself for approximately 1/8". This fold-
ed over section is where the next cut is made to
progress the slit up the cable. As the folded over
section is cut, the inner jacket is permitted to be
pulled back. Continue in this manner until the
inner jacket is slit to within 1/8" of the outer
jacket.

S COOS ENT NO. RAWING NO.
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I
5.3.2 Using the razor blade or X-Acto knife, carefully

make a circumferential cut around the cable inner
jacket at the end of the slit. This cut should be
deep enough to expose the jacketed fibers, but not
damage them. Gently pull the inner jacket off and
discard it. Proceed to step 5.3.4.

METHOD 1

5.3.3 Bend the cable, at the point where the outer jacket
ends, around your fingers.

Using an X-Acto knife or razor blade, carefully
make a circumferential cut around the cable inner
jacket within 1/8" of the outer jacket. The cut
should be deep enough to expose the jacketed fibers
but not damage them. Gently slide the inner jacket
off in short strokes and discard it.

5.3.4 Visually inspect the jacketed fibers to ensure
they have not been damaged during the inner jacket
removal process. If a fiber jacket has been pene-
trated, cut off the prepared end and return to 5.1.

5.3.5 If a jacketed filler member (a strand of Kevlar
with a plastic jacket) is present, cut it off
within 1/4" of the cable inner jacket with an 4
X-Acto knife, razor blade, or serrated blade
scissors.

5.4 Strength member tie-off assembly

5.4.1 Place the locking sleeve, narrow end first, over
the Kevlar strength members and the fibers and
slide it down the cable until it butts against
the outer cable jacket.

Hold the Kevlar strength members aside and slide --

the "o"-ring over the jacketed fibers..

5.4.2 Comb out the Kevlar, making sure the locking
sleeve is butted against the outer cable 1acke-,,
slide the "o"-ring forward over the locking sleeve
and Kevlar until it rests in the "o"-ring groove
on the locking sleeve.

NOTE: At any time, the Kevlar can be wetted
with solvent (2-Propanol or Isopropyl
alcohol) to facilitate easier handling.

9C
SIZE 00 IINT NO. O1AWING NO.
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5.4.3 Bring the Kevlar forward over the jacketed fibers,
slide he jam nut, threaded end first, over the
Kevlar-and jacketed fibers. Slide the inner
sleeve forward, seating the locking sleeve into
the inner sleeve. Engage the jam nut and tighten
using the spanner and open end wrenches.

lI 5.4.4 Using ,he serrated blade scissors, trim the excess
Kevlaif-Iflush with the face of the jam nut.

5.5 .Fiber end preparation

5.5.1 Dampen a paper wiper with acetone and wipe it
along the jacketed fibers until the color code
ink is completely removed from the first 4 inches
of the fiber jacket.

NOTE: This step is not required for fiber
jackets fabricated with colored Hytrel.

5.5.2 Fiber end preparation - Method I

NOTE: This process may be performed using
either of two techniques.- The technique

Pdescribed in step 5.5.3 is preferred.

5.5.2.1 Using masking tape, secure the cable to
a tabletop so the jacketed fibers extend
about 2" over the edge of the table.

5.5.2.2 Using masking tape, secure the jacketed
fibers to the tabletop. If multifiber
cable is being used, orient the jacketed
fibers so they fan out about 3/8" from
one another.

5.5.2.3 While holding the end of the jacketed

fiber under moderate tension with one
hand, cut through the fber jacket using
a razor blade or X-Act knife h L It;
approximately 300 to the fiber. -Ri ,
to figure 5.5-1 . Slow!.'1.Kdw
the razor blade oi X-ActPknife iowin to
the end of the fiber. Repeat-this same
procedure on the opposite side of the
fiber, removing the fiber jacket in its
entirety. The stripped fiber dimensions
should be as shown in figure 5.5-3. Pro-
ceed to step 5.6.

1IZ OD IDINT NO. DRAWING NO.

A 13567. RT VJ 213,751
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5.5.3 Fiber end preparation - Method II

5.5.3.1 Using masking tape, secure the cable to
a tabletop so the jacketed fibers extend
about 2" over the edge of the table.

5.5.3.2 Using masking tape, secure the jacketed
fibers to the tabletop. If multifiber
cable is being used, orient the jacket-
ed fibers so they fan out about 3/8"
from one another.

5.5.3.3 Insert the jacketed fiber between the
plasti, centering guides of a Clauss
No-&ik trippers (use the 0.010"

strippers for 0.5 mm fiber jackets; the
0.016" strippers for 1.0 mm fiber jackets).
Position the strippers so only about 1/2"
of jacketed fiber extends from the strip-
pers.

NOTE: Right-handed operators should hold
the strippers with the arrow Up;
left-handed operators with the
arrow DOWN.

Lightly squeeze the stripper handles;
and using slow steady pressure, pull
the strippers parallel to the fiber
axis toward the fiber end. Repeat this
process until the stripped fiber dimen-
sions are as shown in figure 5.3-3. If
the RTV buffer remains on the fiber, it
can be removed with a razor blade using
the technique described in 5.5.2.3.
Proceed to step 5.6.

[SIZE COD1 IDINT NO. ONAWINO NO.
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Scribe Here

II -Jacketed Fiber

Jam Nut

~onnector u . Strip Dimensions(Inches

Channel No. Type A

1 Pin 5.00.1 3.7+0.1

2 Socket 3.3+0.1 4.0+0.1

3 Pin 3.0+0.1 3.7+0.1

4 Socket 5.3+0.1 4.0 0.1

5 Pin 3.0+0.1 3.7 0.1

6 Socket 3.3+0.1 4.0.0.1

NOTE: The Fiber color/connector channel cross-reference is given

in the cable assembly drawing.

FIGURE 5.5-3

FIBER STRIPPING DIMENSIONS

SIZE COOS 1OINT NO. DRAWING NO.
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5.6 Fiber cleaning and cleaving

5.6.1 Dampen a paper wiper with solvent (isopropyl
alcohol, or 2-propanol), and wipe it along the
bhaa fiber until it is "squeaky" clean--and all-
traces of RTV buffer are removed.

If the RTV buffer still remains on the fiber,
dampen a paper wiper with solvent (acetone) and
wipe it along the bare fiber until it is "squeaky"
clean and all traces of RTV buffer are removed.

5.6.2 Place a piece of masking tape around the tip of
your index finger, sticky side out. Gently squeeze
about the last 1/4" of bare fiber between your
thumb and the taped index finger. While applying
moderate tension to the fiber, carefully and gently
bring the diamond scribe close to the fiber about
1/2" from the unstripped ja-cket. In a single down-
ward stroke, gently slide the point of the scribe
across the diameter of the fiber. Sloily and
steadily pull the fiber straight away from the
table until it cleaves. Refer to figure 5.5-3
for an example of a prepped fiber.

5.6.3 Using the micrometer, measure the diameter of the
piece of bare fiber just cut off at two'point -........
900 apart. Refer to figure 5.6-1. Record the
cable serial number, fiber color, and the fiber
diameter measurements. Retain the piece of fiber . .
on the tape and record the fiber color on te tape. ..

5.6.4 Using a microscope with a magnification---150X------ ... .
inspect the cleaved end of the fiber attached to
the tape. The fiber core should be circular in
appearance as illustrated in figure 5.5-4. If
the fiber end is "NOT ACCEPTABLE", contact engineer-
ing immediatley. If the fiber end is "ACCEPTABLE"
discard the piece of tape and fiber.
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5.7 Contact selection and termination

5.7.1 Place the strength member tie-off into the notch
in the curing station so its flat portion rests
against the holder. Latch the toggle clamp down
to secure the strength member tie-off in place.

5.7.2 Two different types of contacts, pin contacts
and socket contacts, are used in the assembly of
the Hughes connector. The socket contact, which
is shipped with an alignment sleeve, looks the
same as the pin contact except the socket contact
does NOT have the belleville washers on its shank.
The type of contact to be installed on each fiber
is specified in figure 5.5-3.

5.7.3 To select the correct size contact, refer to fiber
diameter measurements recorded in 5.6.3. If, for
example, the fiber diameter was 0.0051", an 051
contact shall be used. If the fiber measured
slightly less than 0.0051" but greater than 0.0050",
then an 050 contact might be used instead of the
051 contact. The smallest contact hole should be
used that can fit over the fiber.

5.7.4 Carefully slide the correct size and type of con-
tact, eyeletted end first, over the fiber and
gently rotate it until the fiber exits the pre-
cision drilled hole and the fiber jacket prevents
further penetration. If the fiber will not fit
through the precision drilled hole, select the
next size larger contact and slide it over the
fiber.

NOTE: Occasionally a slight burr in the eyelet
at the rear of the contact pzevtnt:-. the
fiber jacket from entering the contact.
This burr can be removed prior to inser-
tion of the fiber by gently reaming the
eyelet hole slightly with the point end
of a pair of needle nose tweezers.
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5.7.5 Set the contact/fiber subassemblies into their
respective grooves in the epoxy curing station so
their weep holes face upward.

NOTE: All pin contacts fit the grooves marked
"P"; all socket contacts fit the grooves
marked "S".

Gently slide the holding clips over the contacts
so they are held firmly in place.

CAUTION: The front edge of the holding clips
should be located so the contact weep
holes are not obstructed.

5.7.6 Carefully withdraw each fiber from its contact
about 1/16" to 1/8" and tape the fiber jacket in
this position on the holding block.

NOTE: Approximately 0.050" (1.25 mm) of bare
fiber should be protruding from the
precision drilled end of the contact.

5.7.7 Preheat the curing station to 550 -.50 C for at
least five minutes.

Using a paper wiper dampened with solvent
(isopropyl alcohol or 2-propanol), clean an alumi-
num weighing pan to remove any oily film and allow
it to air dry.

Mix 10 parts, by WEIGHT, of Epo-Tek 330-D Part A
resin and . part, by WEIGHT, of Epo-Tek 330-0
Part 8 hardener in the cleaned weighing pan until
the color is uniform.

The minimum batch size of epoxy to be made is
5.5 grams (total). Deair the epoxy by placing
the pan in a bell jar vacuum chamber and pulling
a vacuum until foaming is minimal. Release the
vacuum. The epoxy is now ready for use and has
a pot life of about one week. Label the pan of
epoxy with your initials and the date the epoxy
was mixed.
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5.7.8 Using a piece of scrap fiber or a flat wooden
toothpick, apply Epo-Tek 330-D epoxy at the
eyeletted end of the contact to form a bead where
the fiber jacket enters the contact. If t-he epoxy
wicks into the contact, apply additional epoxy
as required until a bead is formed.

CAUTION: Too large a bead will cause the contact
to be bonded to the fixture.

Carefully slip the tubing of the vacuum syringe
over the contact end with the syringe plunger
fully inserted.

CAUTION: Use care so as not to break the end
of the fiber.

Using a piece of scrap fiber or a flat wooden
toothpick, apply Epo-Tek 330-D epoxy into t-he con-
tact week hole until it is filled. To reduce the

- chancv_ of entrapped air in the contact, always
apply the epoxy at one side of the weep hole so
air can escape on the other side. If an air bubble
does appear in the weep hole, remove it with the
end of a cotton swab. Apply moderate suction by
slowly withdrawing the -;lunqe= from the syringe.
This peits'. the epoxy to wick into and fill the
contact. Continue to add drops of epoxy at the
weep: hole and eyeletted end of the contact until
traces of epoxy can be seen entering the suction
tubing or an epoxy bead is evident around the
fiber where it exits the contact. An illuminated
magnifier can be used to assist in viewing the
formation of this epoxy bead.

CAUTION: Always maintain the suction on the
epoxied contact until the suction tubing
is removed; otherwise, air:pockets will
be introduced into the epoxy in the
contact.
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5.7.9 Slide the suction tubing off of the contact end,
and remove any excess epoxy (refer to figure 5.7-1)
from around the eyeletted end of the contact and
the weep hole with the corner of a paper wiper, a
clean wooden toothpick, or cotton swab.

NOTE: No epoxy is permitted in the belleville
washers or spring clips, nor should ex-
cessive amounts of epoxy be evident at
the eyeletted end of the contacts.

5.7.10 Apply a drop of epoxy over the precision drilled
end of the contact to form a supportive bead
around the fiber.

5.7.11 Set the temperature controller to 950 +5/-0 0C
and allow the epoxied contacts to cure for at
least 45 minutes. When cured, the epoxy will
change color from "straw" to orange/reddish-
orange.

5.7.12 After the epoxy has completely cured, switch the
temperature controller off, unclip the contacts,
remove the tape securing the fiber jackets to
the holding block, and release the strength member
tie-off toggle clamp. Remove the contact/cable4 subassembly from the fixture.

NOTE: If the fixture is cool, a solvent (2-
propanol or isopropyl alcohol) can be
used to soften the tape's adhesive,
facilitating its removal from the fiber
jackets.

5.8 Preparation of the contact ends prior to grinding

5.8.1 Using the diamond scriber, scribe off any excess
fibers as close to the epoxy bead as possible.

CAUTION: Do not snap the fiber off as this could
induce cracks in the fiber core which
cannot be polished out.
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5.8.2 Using a single-edge razor blade, carefully peel
off any excess epoxy -hich has cured on the out-
side diameter of the precision drilled contact
end.

CAUTION: Do not gouge the contact surface or
peel off the epoxy bead on the face of
the contact.

5.9 Preparation of lapping and polishing plates

5.9.1 The lapping and polishing operations described
later are carried out using abrasive substances
(particles of significantly different size and
character). The lapping operation takes place
using a 3000 grit diamond wheel. These abrasive
particles are very large in comparison to the
polishing compound and if transferred to the
polishing surface can easily cause the destruc-
tion of a finely polished surface. -It is, there-
fore, important that the contacts and polishing
fixture be washed free of grit from the lapping
operation before beginning the polishing operation.
A toothbrush or scrub brush can greatly speed the
cleaning operation.

If several fibers are to be worked at any one time,
it is best to perform all the lapping operations
at one time and conduct a complete cleaning of the
parts involved prior to beginning the polishing
operation. This technique not only increases the
overall speed of the operations but also decreases
the likelihood of the contamination of the polish-
ing surface.

5.9.2 Clean the surfaces of the lapping and polishing
plates thoroughly using paper wipers and water.
Allow the plates to air dry.

5.10 Lapping the contact end faces

NOTE: This process may be performed using either a single
channel or multi-channel polishing-fixture. For
multifiber cables, it is preferred'that the multi-
channel fixture be used. If the~iingle channel
fixture is used to polish multifiber cables', it is
helpful to harness the contacts not being polished
with masking tape. This harness should keep con-
tacts already polished, or awaiting polishing,
from being damaged.
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5.10.1 Mount the contacts in the grooves on the polish-
ing tool cradle. Slide the retaining sleeve over
the nose of the cradle to hold the contact(s) in
place. Secure the strength member tie-off with
its holder to prevent fiber breakage (not requir-
ed if the single-channel polishing fixture is
used). Insert the cradle assembly into the ad-
justable carrier and engage the carrier lock-in
pins by pushing the cradle into the tool and
rotating it 301 clockwise.

5.10.2 Turn the selection knob so the "G" is facing up-
ward toward the cradle top. This should make the
face of the outer stainless steel ring (on the
bottom of the tool) flush with the inner brass
face of the tool.

5.10.3 Wet the surface of the 3000 grit diamond wheel
with water. The diamond wheel must always be
kept wet and all traces of lapped-off material
washed off as required.

Place the tool face down on tihe diamond wheel and
move it in a figure-8 pattern over the wheel.
After a few revolutions on the wheel, unlatch the
carrier key and slowly rotate the carrier clock-
wise as the tool is rotated over the diamond wheel
Stop when the carrier key latches itself in the
indexing notch.

5.10.4 Thoroughly rinse the polishing tool with clean
water from a plastic squeeze bottle to remove all
traces of grit from the grooves in the face of
the tool. A wet scrub brush or toothbrush may
be used to aid in the cleaning process.

5.10.3 Visually examine the fiber/contact end faces.
The desired fiber end face appearance is a
uniform, matte-like surface, free of deep scratches
and pits, having no traces of epoxy on the face
of the contact end.
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5.11 Polishing the contact end face.

NOTE: The most important aspect of the polishing opera- -

tion is cleanliness. A polishing surface contamin-
ated with dirt or grit can completely ruin a fiber
end face with one stroke of the polishing tool.
Careful storage of the polishing surface and care
to prevent the transfer of grit from the previous
lapping step is generally sufficient to prevent
contamination.

EXTREME CAUTION: Do NOT use any solvents to clean the
phenolic lap. Solvents will dissolve
the adhesive backing of the lap and
corrode the aluminum disc.

Immediately dry the phenolic lap with
paper wipers after use.

NOTE: This process may be performed using either of
two techniques. The technique described in step
5.11.2 (Method 1I) is preferred.

5.11.1 Contact end face polishing - Method I

5.11.1.1 Apply four or five 1/4" diameter spots
of 1 micron diamond paste onto the
phenolic lap surface. Using the atomizer
or a plastic squeeze bottle, apply a
light film of lubricant solution (50%
tap water plus 50% water soluble lube)
over the lap surface. Using an empty
polishing tool wi the selection. .no0o-Qn "P",
wkork ovee the entixe lap sxrfaQe for approximaly
one minute usIng- ligqht- pressure.

CAUTION: If the polishing tool "drags"
over the lap, spray additional
lubricant solution onto the
lap. The lap surface should
now have a uniform "sudsy"
film over it. If not, add ad-
ditional diamond paste and
lubricant as required until
the "sudsy" surface is achieved.
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5.11.1.2 Turn the selection knob on the loaded
polishing tool so the "P" is facing
upward toward the cradle top. This
should cause the inner brass face of
the tool to protrude beyond the outer
stainless steel ring.

5.11.1.3 Carefully and gently place the loaded
polishing tool onto the lubricated lap
and revolve it in a circular pattern
around the lap.

CALTION: Always keep the lap surface
covered with a uniform sudsy
film - this is achieved by
adding small additional
amounts of lubricant and/or
diamond compound. Do NOT
over-wet the lap with =ri-
cant to the point where the
surface is flooded and mirror-
like. Inspect the contact end
frequently using a 15OX micro-
scope (rinse the loaded tool
in water first). The desired

fiber end face should be free
of cracks within the core (when
viewed both with and without
fiber illumination) or surface
scratches/pits in the core.
Refer to figure 5.11-1.

NOTE: When trying to remove cracks
or pits in the fiber with
diamond lapping techniques,
NEVER polish longer than 15
minutes. After this time,
the end must be cut off and
reterminated.

5.11.1.4 Once a good fiber end face-is achieved,
reverse the carrier one revolution to
its original position. Then, push the
cradle assembly forward and rotate it
counterclockwise so it disengages from
the carrier. Slide the retaining sleeve
off of the cradle, and release the strength
member tie-off from its holder.I
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5.11.1.5 Clean the polished contact(s) by agitat-
ing them in a bath of 1 part by volume
Aquasol #1 concentrate and 8 parts by
volume water. This will remove the
diamond compound.

Rinse the polished contacts by agitating
them in a bath of deionized water, and
then in a bath of solvent (isopropyl
alcohol or 2-propanol). Allow them to
air dry.

5.11.1.6 The fiber end faces should again be
visually inspected for cracks, scratches
and pits (with and without fiber illumi-
nation) using a 150X microscope. Refer
to figure 5.11-1.

5.11.1.7 Repolish and inspect any defective con-
tacts per paragraph 5.11.

5.11.1.8 Thoroughly wash the polishing tool in
two consecutive clean water baths or
running tap water to remove all traces
of grit and polishing compound from the
grooves in the face of the tool. A wet
scrub brush or toothbrush may be used to
aid in the cleaning process.

Next, rinse the tool briefly in a solvent
bath (isopropyl alcohol or 2-propanol)
and allow it to air dry.

3.11.2 Contact end face polishing - Method II (Preferred)

5.11.2.1 Wet the surface of the phenolic lap
thoroughly with water. Place one .3
micron alumina polyester backed polish-
ing disc, shiny surface down, over the
phenolic lap. Center the disc on the
lap and work out any entrapped air bubbles
between the disc and the lap.

rsr
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5.11.2.2 Turn the selection knob on the loaded
polishing tool so the "P" is facing
upward toward the cradle top. This
should cause the inner brass face ofthe tool to protrude beyond the outer
stainless steel ring.

5.11.2.3 Thoroughly wet the polishing disc sur-
face with water. Carefully and gently
place the loaded polishing tool onto
the wet polishing disc and revolve it
in a circular pattern around the lap.

CAUTION: Always keep the surface of
the polishing disc wet with
water, occasionally- ping it
clean with a paper wiper to
remove any loose particles of
epoxy, etc. Thoroughly flush
the face of the polishing tool
with water from a plastic
squeeze bottle to remove any
traces of grit from the contact
end face and the tool. Visual-
ly examine the precision drill-
ed metal end face of the con-*tact for a highly polished sur-
,face. if the metal is highly
polished, proceed to step
5.11.2.4. If not, continue
the polishing operation.

I 5.11.2.4 Once a polished surface is achieved,
reverse the carrier one revolution to
its original position. The, push the
cradle assembly forward and rotate it
counterclockwise so it disengages from
the carrier. Slide the retaining sleeve
off of the cradle, and release the
strength member tie-off from its holder.

5.11.2.5 Rinse the polished contacts by agitat-7
ing them in a bath of water, and theh
in a bath of solvent (isopropyl alcohol
or 2-propanol). Carefully dry them
with a paper wiper.

5.11.2.6 The fiber end faces should again be
visually inspected for cracks, scratches
and pits (with and without fiber illumin-

* a tion) using a 150x microscope. Refer
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5.11.2.6 (Cont.)

to figure 5.11-1.

5.11.2.7 Repolish and inspect any defective con-
tacts per paragraph 5.11.

5.11.2.8 If the cable assembly will be stored
for a few days prior to final assembly,
the polished contact ends should be
protected by lightly folding a piece
of masking tape over the end of the
contact.

5.12 Final assembly

5.12.1 Using a 3/32" Allen wrench, remove the cap from
the transfer load bracket by removing the two
screws. Install the strain relief assembly in the
transfer load bracket so the flat of its jam nut
rests against the bracket recess. Replace the cap
and tighten the Allen screws.

NOTE: Ensure that the spacer washer is seated
around the insert.

3.12.2 Using a 5/64" Allen wrench, loosen the set screw
holding the transfer load bracket to the retaining
shaft of the insert. Carefully slide the transfer
load bracket off of the retaining shaft.

5.12.3 If the contact ends have been taped, flush the
tape thoroughly with solvent (isopropyl alochol
or 2-propanol) to soften the tape's adhesive.

Carefully remove the masking tape from the contacts.
Rinse the contacts by agitating them in a bath of
solvent (isopropyl alcohol or 2-propanol) to remove
any residues from the tape. Carefully dry the
contacts with a paper wiper.

5.12.4 Using the contact insertion tool, insert- the con-
tacts into their respective cavities *in the
insert (refer to the cable assembly drawing for
fiber color/connector channel number correlation).
Make sure the contacts are fully locked into their
cavit:ieE
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5.12.4 (Cont.)

NOTE: Properly installed contacts should have
a small amount of axial play.

If the wrong contact has been inserted into a
cavity, insert the tubular end of the contact re-
moval tool into the front of the cavity over the
end of the contact until a "snap" is felt and the
tool cannot be inserted further. Depress the
center plunger of the removal tool until the con-
tact is pushed out the rear of the cavity. Remove
the tool from the cavity.

5.12.5 Slide the insert assembly into the back of the
bulkhead shell so the locating pin in the shell
latches in keyway of the insert assembly.

5.12.6 Slide the connector housing over the insert as-
sembly and tighten it into the connector shell.

CAUTION: Do NOT permit the fibers to bend in a
radius less than I" as fiber fractures
may occur.

3.12.7 Once the connector has been assembled, blow the
dust off the contacts by spraying them gently
with "canned air."

CAUTION: Do NOT hold the nozzle of the canned
air closer than 1/2" from the contacts.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD the con-
tainer of canned air be used in an in-
verted position!

5.12.8 Install alignment sleeves onto the socket contacts
as follows:

Place one alignment sleeve, split ring spacer end
first, onto the "insert" end of the sleeve in-
sertion tool. Press the alignment sleeve onto the
socket contact as far as it will go, and. remove
the tool. If necessary, alignment sleeves can be-
removed by pressing the "REMOVE"-end of the steeve
installation tool firmly into the alignment sleeve
and then pull the tool away from the contact.
'The sleeve can now be removed from the tool.
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5.12.9 Visually examine each installed alignment sleeve
to ensure that its split ring spacer washer is
present.

5.12.10 Remove the mounting jam nut from the connector
shell. Place the dust cover tether washer over
the shell threads so the tab angles toward the
face of the connector and secure in place with the
mounting jam nut.

5.12.11 Screw the dust cover over the end of the connector
shell (if applicable).

5.12.12 Slide the piece of shrink tubing over the knurled
portion of the inner sleeve as far as it will go.

5.12.13 Using the heat gun, shrink the tubing over the outer
cable jacket and knurled portion of the inner
sleeve.

CAUTION: Keep the heat gun at least 3" away from

the cable jacket so the cable is not
damaged by excessive heat.

5.13 Post-Test Assembly

MOTE: The following operations are to be performed on the 4
cable assembly AFTER it has been optically tested
and approved.

i 5.13.1 Slide the cable markers (if any) into position as
shown in the cable assembly drawing. T~e lettering
on the markers should line up within 43 rotation.

5.13.2 Using the heat gun, shrink the cable markers over
the outer cable jacket.

CAUTION: Keep the heat gun at least 3" away from
the cable jacket so the cable is not
damaged by excessive heat.

5.13.3 Using a razor blade, cut the cable assembly at or
near its midpoint - this will yield two pigtailed
bulkhead receptacles.
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6.1 Optical loss testing will be performed as described in
the cable assembly drawing. The optical loss for each

channel will meet the limits specified or DMR will be

initiated.

6.2 Rejected material may be reworked as required if sufficient

cable length is available.

7.0 DELIVERY OR STORAGE:

7.1 Coil the connectorized cable and its work order/flow tag

in a polyethylene bag or cardboard box and store until the

next operation or shipment.
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